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Team After Illinois St. Loss
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QUITE THE COLLECTION

Hazel
considers
ordinance
•

revision
By TOM BERRY
, Staff Writer
(
HAZEL, Ky.— Anticipating
, possible legal action concerning
collection of fees from antique
mall booth renters under the
city's business licensing ordinance, the Hazel City Council is
considering another revision of
a 27-year-old regulation that
will make it easier to enforce.
Mayor Kerry Vasseur and council members Mary Gallimore,
Pat Latimer, Joe Thompson,
Nancy
Mieure
and Lori
Charlton discussed revising and
amending the ordinance during
a meeting at Hazel City Hall
Ntonday night.
If approved, the changes
would require antique mall owners to ensure all renters have
purchased a license to operate in
the city or provide the city clerk
with the names, addresses and
other information that will allow
the city to pursue enforcement
of the law. The amendment
could also include the required
posting of business licenses at a
conspicuous place in each vendors booth. The action would
allow city officials or a code
enforcer to determine whether
or not a license has been
obtained by the booth vendor.
Vasseur said he has met with
city attorney Trevor Coleman
who has drawn up an 11-page
, document detailing what the city
can Jo_ to. Anforce the-S25 per.
year fee; however Vasseur said
legal action would be a last
resort and he would prefer that
those who are now shirking the
law would voluntarily comply.
"I do not believe that the fee
is unjust or prohibitory. Most are
paying and we have to send out
letters to those that are not paying," he said.
Vasseur said the ordinance
would likely need to be revised
before the council can proceed
with legal action to make sure
there are no questionable issues
that may come up during court
proceedings. If approved, the
amendment would make the law
"less vague and more specific,"
according to Vasseur, and would
also drop the requirement that
any business located at least one
mile from the Hazel city limits
would have to pay for a business
license.
The new regulation would
also impose a daily fine on any

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
While Kentucky's universities have safety policies and procedures in place, a task force
noticed room for improvement
and
better
compliance.
Meanwhile, Murray State officials spent the summer making
efforts to better secure the local
campus.
A task force, which first met
in January and looked at campus
safety statewide, suggested a
Kentucky Center for Campus
Safety to address the need for a
consistent standard of safety and
security among all the state's
colleges and promote sharing of
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
information from campus to
another, according to its 24-page Howard Brandon is pictured beside a classic MG that once belonged to country music star Louis Mandrell.
report last week.
That center was the major
recommendation from the task
force, which Gov. Ernie Fletcher
appointed to evaluate campuses'
compliance with laws and regulations and study universities' By GREG TRAVIS
policies and procedures regard- Staff Writer
ing safety and security.
Howard Brandon, a long-time Murray
Gail Minger, whose son. automobile dealer and collector, will host
Michael, died in the 1998 Hester
the Brandon Plantation Auction this- weekCollege fire at Murray State,
end at his farm at 2411 U.S. Hwy. 641
chaired the task force, which
South. Being offered will be one of the
included campus security, fire
safety. parent and student repre- largest known collections of low mileage
mint vehicles, all selling to the highest bidsentatives.
"We had the opportunity to der regardless of price.
The auction has been described as a
look at the areas of concern that
have emerged the past several "once in a lifetime event."
In addition to the automobiles, Brandon
years," Minger said in a statewill
be selling thousands of pieces from his
from
the
state's
ment
Environmental and Public private collection that will include numerous
Protection Cabinet. 'The most memorabilia items, antique tractors, airimportant recommendation may planes, accessories, cycles and more.
The sale will begin at 10 a.m. Friday
he the formation of the proposed
Center for Campus Safety. It through Sunday with a 9 a.m. Sunday servwould serve as a clearinghouse ice on site. A gala reception and preview will
Photo provided
for information, to help with be held Thursday from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. for
Howard Brandon, right, is pictured above with country music superstar Hank
hest practices and to assist all registered bidders only.
"I have always been interested in any- Williams, Jr.
universities."
The mission of the I 5-person thing with wheels — ever since I can
He noted that he was fond of early V8s food vendors and transportation. He said
task force was to develop rec- remember,' Brandon said. "I started collectand
enjoyed 1930, 1940 and 1941 Fords, 400 cars will be involved in the sale.
ommendations for legislation ing and was especially interested in low"but especially anything with a V8 motor."
Among those to be offered will be rare
and policies for heightened mileage vehicles, airplanes, tractors, steam
Brandon
said
he
was anticipating a crowd
vehicles
as well as some with particularly
engines,
old antiques and other items," he
security as well as establish
that could reach 5,000 to attend the auction interesting connections. "There will be
said.
broad initiative to foster safety.
Looking at a row of vintage vehicles on with people coming from all over the United something for everyone. We will have items
"As I looked at the report. I
be from $10-to $100,000-plus," he remarked.
saw nothing in there that I took his farm that will be included in the upcom- States, Canada and Europe. Items will
issue with. I was heartened at ing auction, Brandon smiled and said, sold by video on a screen inside one of the
large warehouse sites at the farm. There will III See Page 3A
•See Page 2A
the key findings," Murray State "That's history and I just like history."
President Dr. Randy Dunn said.
*They mention the fact that
while the task force felt good
Rare
efabout the state of safety in the
wasiCalloway County we.
commonwealth, there are things
we can do."
Fire and Rescue Station #11
••••
K. Me
The proposed center would
review and refine policies, offer
•PlAgor.
assistance to the state's Council
lhNip•rt•rs **4 Withwatot,
a.m. Oct. 6 at Mt. Carmel
on Postsecondary Education for By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Church officially will kick off
training of existing laws, pro- Staff Wnler
The land has been cleared. fund-raising efforts.
vide training and foster
the sign erected and firefighters
Resident Pam Adams, who is
increased cooperation.
"Interaction among agencies are being trained. Now south- spearheading the effort with her
husband Mike, said she hopes
on issues pertaining to campus eastern Calloway County resisafety and security is most effec- dents are raising money for the the community can raise
tive through a single contact structure that will be a new fire $50.000. The opening of the
new substation depends on how
agency within the state that rep- station.
The new Calloway County quickly the residents can raise
resents the collective interest of
Fire-Rescure substation will the necessary money.
all postsecondary institutions.
"We've started raising money
seise Cypress Springs and Mt.
the task force report read.
In order to make the center a Carmel areas and be the coun- now, so hopefully it won't take
Photo provided
Several members of the project committee and volunteer firemen for the new station were on hand
reality, the task force asked the ty's 11th CCFR location. Right too long," Adams said.
While it is costly, the new with Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins and land donors Steve and June Wehner. From
General Assembly to make the now, Hamlin and New Concord
substation
will
provide left are Tania Sledd, Scott Frields, Dennis Sanders, Elkins, Project Committee chairpersons Mike
necessary legislation to establish substations are the closest. Some funds have been con- increased fire protection for and Pam Adams, Gary Kelly, JoAnn Truex, June Wehner, Kate Kleinhoff, Ken Kleinhoff, Burt
the clearinghouse a prionty.
Kramer, Wade Campbell. Sally Carpenter, Steve Wehner, Betty Kelly and Bob Carpenter. Other
tributed by residents, but a cominstrumental people not pictured include CCFR Chief Greg Cherry, CCFR Secretary Terry Ridgley,
munity update meeting at 10
committee members Reid and Gay McKinney and 0.V. Truex.
•See Page 2A
See Page 3A

LIFE'S WORTH OF AUTO COLLECTING PUT ON THE
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Indictment returned in •Ordinance revision ...
bank bomb threat case

Rinda Swick, co-owner of Big Fourth Street because they are
Daddy Yumm's Grille, and afraid of dogs something is notdiitigur null owners that refuse
homeowner in the city. Both nght." said Mieure.
to comply with providing the Jones and Swick had agreed to
The city has proposed to
city with information concern- serve in the position if picked by require owners of pitbulls, rot
ing booth renters that do not the council. Hazel business tweilers and other dogs deterhave a license to operate. woman Mary Gallimore of mined to be vicious to provide
Vasxeur noted that at least two BB&T Bank was chosen for a additional public safety restricantique mall owners have seat in July and Jones will fill tions such as high fences as well
opposed the ordinance saying the final open position on the as $100.000 or more in liability
only the mall owners should council that was expanded from insurance.
pay.
four to six members dunng the
In other business, the counThe council tabled any deci- summer.
cil:
Also, council members lissions on the iniinCi and elected
— heard a report from
to further discuss the action dur- tened as Torn Rottinghaus, past Calloway County Sheriff's
ing a council meeting in president of the Calloway Major Larry Nixon, the depart•
County
October.
Humane
Society. ment's administrative officer,
In other business, the council accompanied by current presi- concerning the city's law
voted to appoint Barnett Street dent Karen lianman, spoke con- enforcement contract. Nixon
resident Jere Jones as the sixth cerning the city's proposed told the council a deputy has
and final member of the council. move Co amend the existing ani- been assigned to Hazel for a
Jones, if military retiree, did not mal control ordinance to place minimum of one hour dunng
attend the meeting and was not specific restrictions and require- each of the department's three
asailable for comment on the ments on owners of pitbulls and shifts in addition to regularlyappointnient this morning. He is rottweilers.
scheduled patrols and duties
Rottinghaus said he was _ provided to all parts of the coonexpected to be sworn in dunng a
opposed to breed-specific laws, tYcouncil meeting in (k:txter.
Also under consideration was saying it places an unjust burden
Nixon noted that deputies
(i.e. insurance costs) on dog spent an additional 30 hours in
owners that are in compliance the city in August performing 72
with the existing law and have security checks of Hazel businot trained their pets to be nesses by walking and patrolling
sicious, and that the city's exist- the area while issuing eight trafNOTICE
II The Murray Independent ing ordinance and leash law ade- fic citations and arresting four
Board of Education is sched- quately deals with the problem if others on various charge.
Nixon issued to warning citauled to meet at 7 p m on properly enforced.
-This ordinance specifically tions and performed one vehicle
Thursday. Sept 13 in the
board room of the Carter deals with vicious dogs and you search within 30 minutes before
already have a leash law," he the meeting.
Administration Building on S
During the meeting. the
13th St On the agenda is said after reading sections of the
approval of tax rates for the ordinance. "If existing law is council gave sheriff's deputies
2007-08
year. enforced the ordinance will take permission to begin writing tickschool
approval of a working budget. care of any problem with vicious ets instead of just warnings to
a discussion of drug and alco- dogs ... It is not specific breeds those caught violating traffic
hol policy and an emergency of dogs, but irresponsible own- laws in Hazel amounting to up
first reading on changes in ers that need to be controlled, so to $120 per violation with court
costs. The city has recently
graduation requirements The to speak."
Rottinghaus read a list of installed three and four-way stop
board will conduct a public
hearing at 6 30 p m to gather about 35 different types of dogs signs at three intersections along
comments on the proposed that fuse been found to be more Third and Fifth Streets and have
tax rates for the coming year vicious that pitbulls, including lowered the city-wide speed
before final approval is made golden retrievers, rottweilers, limit to 20 miles per hour on all
and will also meet after the dalmatians, chihuahuas and col- streets except U.S. 641 and State
regularly-scheduled meeting lies. He and Hartman lobbied Line Road.
— heard a report from
to conduct business as the the council to do what they
could to enforce the city's exist- Mieure that work on repair to
MISD Finance Corporation
• The Calloway County ing law before taking action to the Kentucky West Tennessee
Railroad crossing in Hazel has
chapter of the American Red approve breed-specific
not begun as scheduled and that
Cross will have its annual
Council members expect to she has not been able to contact
meeting today at 5 p m in the
obtain help from County Animal company officials for more
Curns Center Barkley Room
The agenda includes annual Control Officer Mark Arneson information concerning when
financial and services reports to round up stray dogs in Hazel repairs will be performed.
-They are not answering the
as well as recognition of the and determine what can be done
anniversaries of the 9-11 ter- about animals that are consid- phone so I have not been able to
ronst attacks and Hurricane ered a threat to the community. contact them." Mieure said.
She also noted that KWT
Katrina Anyone is welcome Some council members noted
to attend or can pick up an 'that the threat to public safety-in-=='isffieilds in Pans,Tenn. -have not
annual report from the chap- /la/el Erlini potentially vicious contacted or responded to
ter office in the Weaks animals does exist and some inquiries from state Department
kind of action is necessary.
of Highways officials. Vasseur
Center
"When grown men are saying said he would be traveling to
• To report a Town Crier
the are afraid to walk down Pans soon to inquire in person.
tern, call 753-1916

From Front

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Two months alter a bomb threat was nude to
The MUIrTity Hank, the grand jury indicted the man
police say is responsible
Michael trent Jones,45. of Mallory Circle. was
indicted last week tor second-degree terroristic
threatening
Murray Police Department I tetective [)ase
Howe took the case directly to the grand jury after
another detective investigated the July 12 threat
Jones is all Used of 111.1ling the false statement that
a bomb had been placed m Ihe Murray Bank
ith the indictment a warrant was Issued tor

1P1) Detective Tom Bailey, who carhis an t •
ried the
and brought the charges, said this
morning that Jones is expected to turn himself in
main
Bailey said the bomb threat came in on An
unrecorded telephone line at the Murray Police
Depanment the call was traced to a local residence
Upon investigating, Bailey said Jones had
access to the residence and allegedly made the call
from there. Although Jones initially denied making the call. Bailey subpoenaed telephone records
front MPD's line as well as the residential line and
nude the connection

TownCrier

Tom BERRY/Ledger & rimes
The way is being cleared for a new Calloway County Fire-Rescue substation at a site along
Cypress Trail near New Concord on land donated by Steve and June Wehner The heavilywooded area has to be cleared of trees and leveled to accommodate construction When completed the structure will serves as the departments 11th substation

•New substation ...
and then equip the Licilits in the Rescue to stall Station II Itwy
nowiths that tiillow
are currently being trained so
au week. i county crew they 'II he ready when the sub-cleal.ed the land near Cypieo. station 1 pent
Resort that Stese and June
Additional volunteers are
Wehner donated Then residents always needed and welcome
.ifkl
OlUnfeCf tirel ighters
isted ‘ionetarv donations for the new
sign alnotint low the future tire substation can be sent
suhstation Saturday frowning
('('FR Station Ill po lii,x
thirteen new s olunteers have 612, Murray. Ky . 42071
wined I allov,4!.

From Front
itnes, I riioLorests. turns And
will help
property resale %attic and lower
insurance costs
A •pecific timeline hasn t
been laid out, hut earlier this
Cat
Mike Adams said he
hopeed to hase the hoilihne and
utilities iii place 11!. Ma,. NEM
hUsIllestCS

Murray Civic Music Association
www.MCMAweb.org
Murray, KY
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SheriffPoliceFirelogs
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Someone from Valentine Road reported a theft over the Internet
at 8.08 p.m.Monday The theft case was referred to Kentucky
State Police
Kentucky State Police
• Karl Alexander. 32. no address given, was arrested for seconddegree burglary and possession of marijuana after officers
responded to a burglary in progress on Tom Taylor Trail at 10:34
a m Fnday The homeowner was holding the suspect at gunpoint according to the initial report Kentucky State Police
Trooper Donald Bowman made the arrest Alexander was lodged
in Calloway County Jail
Murray Fire Department
• Firefighters responded to a gas leak at 704 Story Ave at 4 51
p m Saturday
— Information is obtained from reports. logs
and citations from various agencies

Thermage Seminar
Please join Dr Stephanie
Dunagan for a FREE
educational seminar on
the Thermage procedure
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Thermage is a non-invasive medical procedure
that tightens wrinkles and sagging skin
Thermage is not a laser It uses advanced
radiofrequency waves to promote new growth of
collagen in the deep layer of the skin
I have over three years of experience performing
the Thermage procedure and I am now excited to
Thermage in addition to facial
Stephanie Dunagan M 0 offer body
treatments Thermage is now FDA approved for
treatment not only of the face and neck but also
the arms. legs. stomach and other areas where
skin tightening is desired There are no needles
cuts or anesthesia used for Thermage Come
and learn more, no registration is required
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KentuckylnBrief
Witnesses: Diet drug lawyers not
flight risks
COVINGTON, Ky.(API — Three attorneys, two of them owners of Prealuiess winner Curlin, who are charged with bilking their
clients out of millions of dollars from a diet drug settlement would
not be flight risks, character witnesses testified Monday.
U.S. District Judge William Beadsman heard testimony from
several witnesses who said that William Gallion, Shirley
Cunningham Jr. and Melbourne Mills have close personal and professional ties to Kentucky and would show up for future court hearings.
Gallion and Cunningham own 20 percent of Preakness winner
(7urlin. Mills is a semiretired attorney from Lexington.
The three lawyers are in jail in northern Kentucky pending a trial
on charges of conspiring to commit wire fraud. Prosecutors said they
stole millions of dollars from clients in a settlement related to the
diet drug fen-phen.
They were led into court Monday morning wearing gray-andwhite-striped jail jumpsuits, handcuffs and leg chains.
AP
REMEMBERING 9/11: Kentucky Gov. Ernie Fletcher speaks during a September 11 remembrance ceremony on the capitol
lawn Tuesday in Frankfort. Ky

Jury selection begins for civil
trial in restaurant hoax
SHEPHERDSV1LLE, Ky.(AP) — Fast food giant McDonald's
round itself in court Monday, preparing to fend off a lawsuit by former employee who was strip searched and sexually abused during a
hoax phone call.
Jury selection began in Bullin County Circuit Court in the lawsuit filed by Louise Ogbom, who worked at a McDonald's restaurant in Mount Washington. Ogborn is seeking more than $200 million in the suit.
The pool of about 200 people was to be whittled down to 15,
which would include 12 jurors and three alternates. Jury selection
was to resume Tuesday morning.
The trial was expected to last about four weeks. A judge has
issued a gag order in the case.

•Campus safety ...

Woman's death ruled homicide
Staff Report
_BENTON, Ky. —Marshall County law enforcement officials are
investigating the death of wornanTound-in afire Saturday evening
as a homicide.
The woman's identity has yet to be confirmed, according to a
release Monday afternoon from the Marshall County Sheriff's
Department. An autopsy was performed Sunday.
The female was found in the residence in the 1300 block of Scale
Road at 9:13 p.m. Saturday — about an hour after Palma Briensburg
Fire Department had initially responded to the scene.
The case remains under investigation.

From Front
Lack of fire safety training
also was noted in the report. The
task force learned that some
campuses had a 70 percent evacuation rate during fire drills — a
statistic university officials considered successful. Also, chaos
was noted following evacuations and more than one campus
had no effective procedure in
place to account for students
afterward.
Other recommendations from
the task force to the individual
campuses include - improving
lighting in hallways, . along
walkways and around populated
buildings; provide awareness
training; install door alarms;
establish 24-hour security monitoring at housing entrances; and
install closed-circuit television
monitoring equipment at hous-

ing entrances and stairwells.
Some of those recommendations are the result of the task
force hearing repeated concerns
from students about unauthorized individuals gaining access
to residence halls, according to
the report.
Although campuses have
check-in procedures, people follow students into residences,
hold doors open for others, prop
doors open and use entrances
that have failed locking mechanisms.
The task force also made
campus visits and noticed student workers not adequately
monitoring the flow of student
traffic into buildings.
Dunn said MSU officials
have made strides to make the
residential colleges more secure.
The students' identification
cards were redone over the sum-

mer to make them easier to read.
Now the pictures are larger on a
white background.
With new cards in hand, students are having to swipe their
cards to access residential
entrances. But Dunn said students have askied why they have
to do this at Murray State, even
after the fatal shootings at
Virginia Tech last semester.
"Parents and citizens are
expecting us to make these type
of changes," Dunn said. "They
aren't largely intrusive and they
aren't high-cost. We'd be
neglecting our duty if we failed
to do those."
Also in light of Virginia
Tech's tragedy, MSU officials
reviewed campus emergency
procedures, updating items that
needed to be refreshed and
reprinting the reference guides
throughout campus.

The next step toward making
MSU even more secure is purchasing a campuswide notification system, either a voice over,
Internet system that works with.
existing phones or a speakerbased system.
Dunn said request for propos-.
als are out and once companies
return bids, administrators will
evaluate the costs of the systems
and decide which way to go. He :
said the university will buy at
least one of the communication
systems, if not both.
"We needed to do the quick
do, corning_out of
fixes we can _do
Virginia Tech," Dunn said oT:
new ID cards to better secure.
:
on-campus housing and new.
:
emergency reference guides.
"The one that is taking a bit;
more time is studying the campuswide notification system." .

II Brandon auction ...
Resuming his business sense, expected to turn out between contains a wide variety of items.
Brandon applied to the war 40,000 to 50,000 reconditioned For over 60 years, he has comSheriff alerts motorists to increased traffic :Brandon cited in particular a rationing board for gas rationing cars that year valued at $35 mil- piled a collection containing not
Calloway County Sheriff Bill Marcum is alerting motorists that rare 1930s'-era Cord Brougham, stamps during World War H. It lion to $45 million — down,due only low-mileage, original autointend to travel along U.S. 641 South this week to expect possibly heavy traffic and occasional delays at a point about a half-mile
a 1937 Austin Boat Tail, a 1958 was reported that 250 gallons to recession, from 50,000 to mobiles, but also antique tracsouth of Murray.
Chevrolet Apache fleetside per month was the least amount 60,000 cars with a value of tors, airplanes and thousands of
The Brandon Plantation Auction is planned for Friday.
pickup truck that once belonged that wouI4, be issued for his $60,000'
related memorabilia pieces. His
Saturday and Sunday at 2411 U.S. 641 South beginning at 10
la-equntry pus* superstarHank_ recently-obtained farm truck.
As a 50-year member of the eclectic assortment of auction
a.m. on Friday and Saturday; 9 a.m. on Sunday, and a potentialWilliams. Jr. and a 1953 'MG This left Brandon extra, unused Elm Grove Baptist Chtitch.- Items only reflects his passion
ly large crowd is expected. A gala reception and preview of the
Roadster two-door convertible stamps which he began selling Brandon has held various posi- for the business, and his sentiauction is planned from 6 to 8 p.m. Thursday.
that once belonged to Louise for $5 each, the catalog story tions in the church.
ment for the items themselves.
"We just want to give everyone notice to expect some unusuMandrel!, also a country music continued.
He is still a rigorously active, Anyone can restore a car, but no
ally heavy traffic," Marcum said.
legend. There is also a 1900's
Marcum said variable signs will be posted beginning today
When he was 14 years of age, accomplished local businessman one can make them original
sleigh made by Thomas Doyle.
north and south of the area by state Department of Highways
Brandon began to experiment and recently donated a 1977 again."
crews to alert drivers to slow down and proceed with caution
"I sold the truck to Hank with trading cars and traveled to Cadillac Eldorado Coupe to his
Kruse also noted, "Howard
while passing through the area.
Williams, Jr., and he restored it Michigan where, for $275, he alma mater, Murray State Brandon's career has led him in
and kept it for several years. purchased a 1929 Ford - later University, it was noted.
many directions, and I myself
When he liquidated his collec- selling it for $435 and turning a
Dean V. Kruse, auctioneer, of feel privileged to have Kruse auction site for up to two weeks will also be available and ful.
tion I bought it back from him.
nice profit. The biography says Kruse International, wrote in the International be a part of this at no charge. Additional storage payment of purchases is expect"The MG was given to he soon returned to Detroit and Brandon Plantation Auction cat- momentous occasion as he aucwill have ed on sale day with each kern
Louise Mandrel, by R.C. -continued to trade and sell cars alog, "Throughout my career in tions off his painstakingly- may be available, but
to be approved by the seller and being "sold as is. where is."
Bannon, her husband at the all through high school."
dealing with cars. I have been assembled stock. The wide may be charged a $10-per day Bidders should rely upon their
time," he added.
He enrolled at Murray State exposed to scores of avid car range of vehicles and collectible rate per item, it was reported.
own examination and announce;
Information from Brandon College shortly after graduating collectors, fanatics who enter- memorabilia pieces offer someItems may not be removed ments made the day of the sale
about the Austin explained that from Murray High School in tain their hobby in collecting, thing for everyone..."
from the site unless paid for in will take precedence over pres-'
it was made in 1937 in Butler, 1948. Using his lucrative busi- restoring and trading some of
There is a $100 bidder regis- full and paid by good mer- ent matter, it was noted.
Pa., and is one of only six proto- ness he was able to fund his own the finest vehicles ever made. tration fee for all three days of
chantable funds.
For more information on
types that were made. His is education. While at college he Though most maintain their pas- the auction, including gate and
Admission to the sale is $15 bidding or to register for bid-'
believed to be the only one met Ruth Armstrong, his wife of sion by remaining loyal to a spe- 10-percent buyer's premium.
per person (adult) and children ding, telephone 1-800-968-4444
remaining. He purchased it in more than 50 years. The cific make or model. my 30-year According to sale information,
under 12 are free.
or visit www.kruse.com.
September 1980 in Ohio. Brandons have a son, Randall friend Howard Brandon breaks cars purchased at the auction
Telephone/absentee bidding
Restoration on the vehicle began Howard Brandon, and a daugh- the mold in that his collection and paid for may be stored at the
in January 2005 and was com- ter, Lori Brandon Sweeney.
pleted in September 2006.
They also have four grandchilHe said he had found the cars dren, Holly, Brandon. Aron and
in his collection everywhere Andrew.
from Nevada to New York."One
Upon his 1954 graduation
car came from a man who had from college and service with
cut cross-ties to pay for it after the U.S. Army, Brandon initiathe had taken over the payments ed a real estate career and began
•
on it."
developing Murray's Circarama
Brandon said one car has 100 subdivision in 1956.
SHERWIN
miles and a 1975 Caprice has
He has more than 60 years
WILLIAMS
seven miles.
experience in the automobile
There's also a 1950 Murray business and enjoys numerous
fire truck. six Model As, all with other hobbies. He owned the Car
less than 50,000 miles, a 1963 Collectors Hall of Fame in
King Midget and an exceptional Nashville, Tenn., for 20 years
1916 Ford, he said,
and has been a co-owner of
"Every car has a story. and I Brandon's Auto World. a
can tell you what I gave for it Cadillac-Pontiac- Buick dealerand the mileage," Brandon said Ship in Murray. "He is an avid
of the vehicles in his collection. pilot who enjoys flying his pri"I like anything mechanical and vate planes and doing aerobatics
hate to part with them.'
Duration Home' Interior &
from his private airstrip located
According to the Brandon on his farm," the catalog reportDuration' Exterior Coatings
Plantation Auction catalog. ed.
in
born
Brandon
was
Howard
Brandon's love for automo1929 on a farm in the Van biles has spanned decades. In a
Cleave area east of Murray. It 1974
issue
of
Popular
was after spending a large Mechanics, he was described as
amount of time working on the "one of the leading used-car
farm,with his family that he dis- reconditioners in the United
covered a passion and skill for States." Brandon, they wrote,
automobiles and mechanics. He "lavishes so much attention
on Select
says in his catalog biography, "1 restoring some cars that he can't
Project Helpers
learned early that 1 could Just part with them" adding them to
about do anything to a car to his personal collection.
make it run... and at the young
Lund,
Popular
Bob
age of II he launched his first Mechanics' Detroit editor was in
business deal when he -traded a Murray at the time researching a
22 rifle and $7 for an old Model story about Murray being secMURRAY - THE SHOPPES OF MURRAY 658A N 12TH ST ..270-759-8001
I truck." AL c ording to ond only to Detroit in the num
Brandon's story in the catalog, her of gallons of Du Pont autothe truck was not running. but mobile paint used.
using his mechanical sassy. he
At the time Murray boasted
Visit sherwm-williams.com
soon had it running and prok ced- 154 shops selling or recondior onworrt
,sweep ta. der as o.e GM Lee aa•cnases NI rampwal.•I
To Go* so.
U.
,
.
4 1.11a.a.
ed to drive it borne .
tioning used cars. Murray was
<wow "raw
4o ONO•llonoi ow
env no sh000somboo
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17th

Add some color to your home and SAVE BIG
at your neighborhood Sherwin-Williams paint store!

I

15%
OFF
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PAINTS & STAINS
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Being young
once again
-Rather he dead than live in this town.- we used to say
when we were in high school.
Little did we know that our hometown would evolve from
J June (leaser/Wonder Bread suburb into a semi-hip hop
trom Manhattan whcrc commuters Ike in condos and pick
up Lines on Main Street to psych themsclses up for the
Jail) train ride to the city
When we resided in Metuchen, some of
us tell it was like we were seising a sentence in
maximum security_prison. There
were no ankle bracelets. no Spartan sleeping cells, no metal cups to scrape against
the bars and nle the guards. But there
were the ever-vigilant eyes of neighbors
sersing as the local Big Brother
not the
chants organuation hut the one out of
Orwelf's •' I
Oh. we managed to slip under the wire
Man Street esers OntT ill J while sneak off to StatBy Constance en Island bars, or to see whose car went
It, m tem to tr0 the fastest out on that
Alexander
then -unfinished stretch ol Route 2/47. hut
Local
general's we languished in our town the
Columnist
was most teenagers do. sleeping late, talk trig on the phone And sowing to leave torC ), CI as soot' as the ink on our diplomas was dry
ram) illotouth_ tor a high school reunion
resent'). I Am truek by how much we all find to praise in
good old Metuchen
In spite of sortie % as hrtigcs. nostalgia is well sersed
the remnants of the past that endure While the old 1-ranklin
School has been replaced hy prices brick town houses. the
Duchess Diner sits where it JI %kJ s has. IIICHU big as the
Magna (aria
Die railroad depot hjs been mut%:lied with J nod to its
turn sit the s clings design. hut tic kets are putt ha sect via self c eineters is still tut keel into a
set% Ice 011IpUtet !he
posket of green between the railroad tracks And Charles
Street. hut now senior citiren housing is 111
,
1 dOW II the
block
the ICIIIII‘ Is held at what used to be the PIIICs During
the Prohibitiim era, It was rept artedls a sperkeass In the
19i4h and f,fs. it was A restaurant and a heath club In the
•umnier. kids who did nor go di'
,
A ii the 414 Ire made a splash
JI the Pme• had
In the dav s lieu ire tear sPt skin cJll,,er
e* slathered oar.
seises St ith bah% oil and ii kline and %minieted in the sari
• unnt-sve lirsorsi-shc...Aolus__Aak_sAaaaay-..topc burn_
'Iid.i tin
I1C %141101. Is a WIC)- stinnancs banquet 1sta
Let the outlet rot/time is stated by a fountain that realms-%
.1 Sea Ir.11101 . take flf Ian pillars support the grand pone
cos here that leads to an Arc heel entry big enough for the
I roian Horse
As tevelers !tom Metuchen High School classes or the
1960's passed through the tet Cpf1011 area into the ballroom,
(hes stepped hack cii litne Most seemed to find it os et
whet
it At tiro. looking at hundreds of remote
-Is familiar
faces. Altered Iss errs hair. est-glasses and receding hairlines
• old friends re,own tett each other thew was enough hottng and hi'Hering lot r re's is al
()me the musts began. chit that hes aux difficult. and we
resorted to the old dances
the stomp the chicken back.
the stroll folks who were stilt when then came in loosened
up Hips 'wise
-led with that old-time abandon and lips MU(inured 'stks ma sowed in sears. word-pertest
V. hen (lower Bushman... hand Made J surprise Appear
ant e. there was magic in the .iir Ne twisted and shouted
like in the old tI.O.s. as plod as NC NM' 4I) sears ago In
those boo shining moment, the Pines les mord and we
were all trAnstormed It was like the fourth of July when
the crowd IllI1111% to Its fret and cheers and shouts with purr
sty
WC were all strung again. transported bask to the time
when life was bitter sweet and e% ersthing was new and srs
mg -rather he dead- was a prke a seeming tmpossibilits
lot information about J /raids show that reunites a group
of high whs.,' slassmaies tor the first time in 20 C•JI% And
sends them to an estais location for An extended. two-week
reunion. log on to highwhm,lreunion warner-twos con) Current
Is. !hes ate searching tor the perfect high %choir' class of
147
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Forget 9/11 at our peril
I hit mghout our soung ht•att
reminded of 9/11 set %es as the
brushed them off its inconsequential
Americans ruse been
ultimate protection against foraberrations so we could get back to
admonished to ••Remernher the
getfulness. Terrorists have not
watching the stock market go up and
Alamo.- "Remember the
forgotten 9/1 I. Tape of the
obsess about Bill Clinton's pants cornMaine- and -Remember Pearl
Twin Towers is used on jihadist ing down.
Harbor' These remembrances
Websites for the purpose of
By not remembering those earlier
and others
were for thc
recruiting new "mansrs.attacks, the reasons behind them and '
purist'se of moos ating the pubWhat's the matter with some
the intentions of the terrorists and
lic tip light on until an enems
people" Does remembering not
those who trained and incited them,
y.as %anguished W hen sic tors
only 9/ 1 1 hut the stakes in this
we put ourselves in further jeopardy.
Was assured. the memoir) faded
world Waf interfere too much
Sept II should not be remembered
Cars
into /noon,
with our pursuit of money.
for maudlin, ghoulish and certainly not
Now, as we approach the
ThOlightS
things and pleasure'
for nostalgic reasons. Unlike those
sixth annitersary of Sept I 1. By Cal Thomas
Serious times require serious
other mostly forgotten or no longer
there ate suggestions that we
Syndicated
thought and serious action In
observed dates, this one is key to
should begin to forget the
CdkintrliSt
our frivolous times. full of ins defending ourselves from a future
ta'or tei,Wrsr--titteleksit--nyant,irrele%atuwisivk
_Attack .and fm-therAtisasters. Not to
America's history
serious ts to abandon self-indulgence
• remember 9/1 1. is to forget what
Recently a front-page slurs in The
for stir% is al, entertainment for the stiff- brought it about That can lead to a
;Vets
Times suggested it is becom- ened spine
lowering of our guard and a false
ing too much of a burden to remem-Few Americans give much thought
sense of security, the conditions that
ber the attack, that nothing new tan
anymore on Dec. 7 that Pearl Harbor
existed immediately prior to that awful
be said about it and that. perhaps.
was attacked:: says the Times writer.
day six years ago.
Sept II "fatigue- mas he setting in
who goes an to mention Nov 22.
Indiana University history professor
Charlene COM/J. r nursing supers I 196.1\41ke date of JFK's assassination!.
John Bodnar is asked in the Times
sot from Ac ushnet. Mass . is quoted as the Kent State shootings on May 4.
story what might happen on Sept. II
saying,
may sound callous, hut
1970, and the Oklahoma Cris, bombing
HX.) years from now. He replies. "It's
doesn't griesing have A shelf lac'
on April 19. 1995 The difference
conceivable that it could be virtually .
We're %ers sorry and mourn'ul that
between those tragic events and 9/11
forgotten.people died. but there are It% mg peois that Kennedy. assassin, Lee Harvey
It might be forgotten — or relegatple let's wind it down
Oswald. is dead, as is Timoths
ed to a "Jeopardy" answer — but only
Yes, 9/11 lorces us to he serious,
McVeigh. and the Vietnam War ended
if we win the war against Islamofasruit only about those who died and
long ago While all of the 9/11 hijack- cism. If we don't. 9/11 will stand as a
why the) died at the hands of reliers died, their ideological and religious Jay of infamy with consequences to
gious fanatics, but also SO that we
colleagues are plotting new attacks in
humanity far worse than Dec. 7, I941.•
won't forget that it could vers well
a wan that is far from over.
happen again and mans of todas 's li%
"Whs didn't we see (1/11 coming"mg might end up as sesterdas's dead
Was a question frequently asked in the
Otrect all mail for Cal Thomas to
that is the purpose ol remembering
alterinath of that terrorist attack. And
Tribune Media Services, 2225 Kenmore
9/I I. not to engage in perpetual
the answer should be. because we forAve.. Suite lb& Buffalo. N.Y.. 14207,
mourning The war goes on And to he
got the musks preceding that one, or
or tm.seditors4 tribune,corn,
ry

Honoring those who protect us
passed Mike
II. 2001, the dLs when
Qacda terrorists unleashed
an unprovoked and Slk.lolis
attack on the Atirencrri pcs,
pie
America reinernhers And
Mayors the innocent %K um). ot
that atlas Is. Altil stands in sup
port of their families and
communities Six . C411's later.
their healing ctaninues
Die terrorists who attacked
us hoped Sept II would burn
as a dal. AtTleMA voruld
nese/ lorgef
and it ha.
Bur nor tor the reasons thn
thought
Thies hoped Sept II would
mark an .annisc-t'sM'S of tear
and tkrubt Mc date is a sIAS
heal ASO of
of sadt1CSS. C•
resit% e strength and renewed
Sic Sear. flASC

SCIA

riftIforNOOrnurrill
rimenillInumn legion

at

Nice take the tio to remember the kind he.utedness cit
An1Crla 4 that was V thiPlay
then, when million• uI volt:films pase their time. money,
and strength of heart to people in need
Ne talc the day to honor
our armed fortes. Nate men
and women who fight under
inn Bag nes fight on
hesatise the tsar goes tin
Resent arrests in (
halting what was io he a des
astatine terrorist attack against
Amens an and (ierman targets
in that %knows AFC pnig that
thus vas is not oyes-. and that
now is WI the time to lei
down our guard or resat Its •
pre-9/11 aliproach to the

world
We know
the war
goes on b%
listening to
the
% ens.i:Ititi;irti%
mies
(Kama Bin
Laden's
recentls
released
Guest Voice remarks
are
By U S Sen
more of the
Mitch
%AMC
McConnell
threats tat
R-Ky
death and
destructltrn.
intended to sow tear in AmerKJ

(-Ferman (
Angela
Merkel showed her under
standing of the struggle that
still hes ahead when she said
of tiernianYs totted terns
pita. -The lesson from this is
the danger is nit lust Abstract.
rt's real
Real danger smack America
Mc sears Ago International
terrorists had been at war
against us long before that
But unlike pressius attacks.
WI 1 spurred Amens.' to take
the was to them
Hs going on the offense,
we are winning the War on
remw And today we are
safer at hi rme, and have plfIC
srt sears without another
attack.
St) this Sept II we also
honor the efforts of Americans
acnrss the land who are working to keep us safe Mans of

them ate 111 the District of
Columbia
but not all of
them
When OW of
dial'.
911. you re more likely to he
calling somorne in West Libens. Ks. than Washington.
Mans brave police officers.
firefighters Of emergent s per
mimic' trained to respond to a
threat or attack work in Ken
tucks towns like Munas.
Motgantown tar Alas field
sAc should pas tribute to
these brave Amensans who
don't often get the headlines
Thee Arc the unsung heroes
When the call goes forth to
towns like Somerset. Sandy
Hook or Sacramento. Ky.
they answer Nice honor their
sacrifice And serv ice most of
all
It remains ( ongress's lob

to prorode the troops with
everything they need to complete their mission. I know all
iny colleagues in Washington are dedicated to making
sure that happens.
Six years after the Sept. II
attacks, we can say proudly
that the terrorists failed. Terrorists may hike desastated
two buildings and damaged
the Pentagon, but they did not
dent Arnensds resoke.
While the) lashed out to
cause death and destruction.
we light for freedom. Freedom is our greatest strength_
No terrorist attack will ever
thmundi that
1f( Ctmmell is the Senate
Republic
'rode, and oath
the second Kentuckian to lead
his pam in the L'S. Senate.

Ann!

noun
Our Elected Officials

1/0// 01 011::71

:111.0!!!!::

U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg
vnvw house gov'svhiffieid

Washington. D C 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sim. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARusitall Senate Office Budding
WastvngIon, D.C. 20510:
iv.v.v.burtning*bun/wig.senate,gov
1-202-224-4343-

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell(R-Ky.)
381ARusesii Senate Office Building
1•2012-224-2541 (Atashinglon I)

Washington, D.C. 20510
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Obituaries
Mrs. Mamie Sue Tyson
Mrs. Miunie Sue Tyson, 78, Murray, died Sunday, Sept. 9, 2007,
at 8:45 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
A retired sales clerk and beautician, she returned to this area from
Michigan and California 17 years ago.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Robert Tyson; one son.
Lawrence Randol (Larry) Tyson: and a sister, Essie Mac Collins.
Born April 26, 1929, in Weakley County, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late William David Brockwell and Mary Boyd McClain
Brockwell.
Survivors include two grandsons, Joshua Tyson, Orlando, Ha.,
and Andrew Tyson, Richmond, Va.: one great-granddaughter, Eleni
Tyson, Richmond; two sisters, Mrs. Oma Lee Rhodes, Sedalia, and
Mrs. Versie B. Terrell, Martin, Tenn.
A graveside service will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. at Acree
Cemetery, Dukedom, Tenn. Rev. Danny Potts will officiate.
Visitation will be at Jackson Funeral Home, Dukedom, on
Wednesday from II a.m. until time to leave for the cemetery.
Tributes may be left online a www.hornbeakfuneralchapel.com

William Donald Overbey
A memorial service for William Donald Overbey will be scheduled at a later date.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Jude's Children's
Research Hospital, P.O. Box 50, Memphis,Tenn.,38101,or Hospice
of Murray-Calloway County Hospital, 903 Poplar St., Murray, Ky.,
42071.
Mr. Overbey, 70, Hickory Drive, Murray, died Saturday, Sept. 8.
2007, at 9:28 a.m. at his home. His death followed an extended illness.
He was admitted to the bar and began practicing law in Murray
in 1962. He received his A.B. degree from Murray State University
in 1959, his J.D. degree from Vanderbilt University, Nashville.
Tenn., in 1962 and was with Vanderbilt University Law Review
from 1960-62. From 1965-69 and 1974-75, he served as Murray city
prosecutor; from 1970-74 as city judge; from 1981-2004 as city
attorney; from 1971-2001 as attorney for Murray Independent Board
of Education; from 1999-2002 as assistant county attorney under
Randy Hutchens.
Mr. Overbey was a member of the Kentucky Bar Association and
the Calloway County Bar Association. He was also an original
member -of-the,Continuing,Ltgal Education Commission and trial
judge. He was a member of First United Methodist Church.
Born June 22, 1937, in Murray, he was the son of the late George
E. Overbey Sr. and Reba Mae Key Overbey.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sue Overbey; one daughter,
Mrs. Stacy Overbey Vaccani,Zollikon, Switzerland; two sons, Mark
William Overbey, Atlanta, Ga., and Jonathan Charles Overbey,
Carlsbad, Calif.; two brothers, Robert Key Overbey, Calvert City,
and George Edward Overbey Jr.. Frankfort; five grandchildren.
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Peggy Thweatt Culver
A memorial service in celebration of the life of Peggy Thweatt
Culver will be Wednesday at Country Crossroads, Hardin. Visitation
will be from 7 to 10 p.m. Wednesday at the restaurant.
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Peggy Culver 2nd
Chance Scholarship Fund, do Heritage Bank, 101 West Fifth St.,
P.O. Box 525, Benton, Ky., 42025.
Ms. Culver, 72, Brewers Highway, Benton, died Sunday, Sept. 8,
2007, at 8:45 a.m. at her home.
A world traveler for 10 years, she was owner of Country
Crossroads restaurant at-Hardin for 10-years. She received,her bachelor and master degrees and obtained Rank One standing from
Murray State University. She taught English at Marshall County
High School for 10 years.
Preceding her in death were one son, Terry Culver, and her parents, Artist Gobel Thweatt and Violet Darnell Thweatt.
Survivors include one son, Gregory Howard Culver, one daughter, Lisa Dawn Culver. and one grandchild, Jacob Tapp, all of
Phoenix. Ariz.; one brother, Barney Thweatt, and two sisters,
Deborah (Deb) Stone and Marjorie Elkins, all of Benton.

Mark T. Youngblood
A graveside service for Mark T. Youngblood will be today
(Tuesday) at 2 p.m. at Elm Grove Cemetery. Murray. Rev. James
Peyton will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Phillip McGary, Shane Hibbard, Thomas
Hibbard, Lanny Stroud. Jeff Taylor and Allen Alderdice, active, and
Randall Youngblood. honorary.
Visitation is now at Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield.
Mr. Youngblood, 41, Water Valley. died Saturday. Sept. I. 2007.
at 10 p.m. at his home.
He was a member of Pilot Oak United Methodist Church and was
preceded in death by his father, Eugene Youngblood.
Survivors include one son, Austin Gamble Youngblood, Milburn:
his mother. Mrs. Mary Willis, Clinton; four sisters, Mrs. Cindy
Stroud and husband, Lanny, Mayfield. Mrs. Cheryl Black and husband, James. Clinton. Mrs. LaJearia Hibbard and husband. Thomas,
Martin. Tenn.. and Mrs. Bonita Wiggins, Sedalia; four brothers,
Randall Youngblood, Sedalia, Terry Youngblood. Anna, Ill., Dallas
Youngblood. Murray, and Jeff Youngblood, Wingo; three nieces;
three nephews.

Jane Wyman, one-time wife
of Ronald Reagan, dies at 90
not

Olt

children
LOS ANGELES (API - my
Jane Wyman won an Oscar for Cameron and
her role as a deaf rape victim in Ashley have
the film "Johnny Belinda- and lost a loving
she'll probably be best remem- grandmother.
wife
bered for her portrayal of a my
has
power-mad winery owner in Colleen
lost a loving
TV's "Falcon Crest.she
But her greatest distinction friend
Mom
may have been refusing to kiss called
Wyman
and tell about her love life, most and Hollywood
especially her marriage to future has lost the
classiest lady to ever grace the
president Ronald Reagan
Wyman died early Monday at silver screen." Reagan said in a
her Palm Springs home, son statement. Wyman's film career
Michael Reagan said. Wyman's started in the 1930s and
age was listed as 93 in several stretched from the "Gold
reference books, however other Diggers of 193T' to I969's
sources, including the official "How to Commit Marriage," cofamily Web site, say she was 90. starring Bob Hope and Jackie
-1 have lost a loving mother, Gleason.
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Petraeus outlines troop withdrawals,
gets chilly response fro Democrats
WASHINGTON (AP) President Bush doesn't exactly
need permission from his commanding general to withdraw
U.S. troops from Iraq. But it
never hurts, and he's got it anyway.
Gen. David Petraeus outlined
plans Monday for the withdrawal of as many as 30,000 troops
by next summer, drawing praise
from the White House but a
chilly reception from anti-war
Democrats.
Petraeus said a 2,000-member Marine unit would return
home this month without
replacement in the first sizable
cut since a 2003 U.S-led invasion toppled Saddam Hussein
and unleashed sectarian violence.
_
Further "force reductions
will continue," he told a nationally televised congressional
hearing that was frequently
interrupted by anti-war protesters.
Petraeus said it would be
"premature to make recommenAP
dations on the pace," and he recGen. David Petraeus, left, and Ambassador Ryan Crocker testify on the future course of the
ommended that President Bush
wait until March 2008 to make war in !rag before a joint hearing of the House Armed Services Committee and House Foreign
Relations Committee Monday.
any decisions.
The cuts he outlined would quate governmental capacity, Inside the hearing, Democratic with the level of incidents in the
return the U.S. force to levels in lingering sectarian mistrust and Rep. Robert Wexler of Florida past two weeks the lowest since
place when Bush ordered a various forms of corruption add told Petraeus that despite his June of 2006."
buildup last winter to allow the to Iraq's challenges."
assessment, most independent
Ticking off some of the
Iraqi government.hme to,forge a _ - As for.
.the ninch-majisped experts say Bush's so-called gains, he said, "We have dis-.
reconciliation among feuding Iraqi military. he said it is slow- surge in tibifip strength -MS- ftipted-Strla -militia-extremists,
factions.
ly gaining competence and grad- failed.
capturing the head and numerPetraeus slid into the witness ually "taking on more responsiCriticized in advance by ous other leaders of the Iranian=
chair at a politically pivotal bility for their security."
some opponents of the war, the supported Special Groups,along'
moment in a war that has
Petraeus didn't say so, but general went out of his way to with a senior Lebanese
claimed the lives of more than Ambassador Ryan Crocker, the proclaim his independence. "I Hezbollah operative supporting
3.700 U.S. troops in more than day's only other witness, strong- wrote this testimony myself. It Iran's activities in Iraq."
four years. The Pentagon report- ly suggested that the administra- has not been cleared by nor
U.S. and Iraqi forces had
ed nine deaths on Monday.
tion's troop buildup had pre- shared with anyone in the dealt "significant blows to al-:
The president invited con- vented a debacle.
Pentagon, the White House or Qaida-Iraq." he said, although"
gressional leaders to a meeting
Crocker said 2006 was a the Congress," he said.
he conceded that the terrorist'
Tuedsay at the White House. "bad year for Iraq. The country
Petraeus said the withdrawal organization remains dangerous.
and is expected to make a came close to unraveling politi- of the Marine unit would be folDespite Petraeus' generally'
nationwide speech on the war in cally, economically and in secu- lowed in mid-December with optimistic report, the extent of
the next few days. White House rity terms. 2007 has brought the departure of an Army any improvement has been a
press secretary Tony Snow said improvement."
brigade numbering 3,500 to matter of debate.
Bush will place a lot of weight
Government
Petraeus is both the architect 4,000 soldiers.
The
on his general's recommenda- and the commander of last winAfter that, another four Accountability Office, a contions.
ter's change in strategy, and pri- brigades would be withdrawn by gressional agency, recently
Snow said Bush "liked what vate Republican polls show him July 2008, he said. That would reported that Iraq has partially
he heard-last week':
be. - with greater.. puhlic credibility leave the United States with achieved only four of 18 politiwas briefed on Petraeus' plans. that the president.
about 130,000-I 35:066 troops in Cafincfniilitaiy-gbalfi:-- "But he is commander in chief
Additionally, a
Majority Democrats returned Iraq, although Petraeus was not
formal
and it will be up to him to make from a summer vacation deter- precise about whether some of National Intelligence Estimate
final determinations about what mined to call for a troop with- the several thousand support by the administration this sumhe will recommend," the drawal deadline, and the admin- troops sent along with the extra mer said the Iraqi government is
spokesman noted.
istration has been laboring to combat forces would remain strained by rampant violence
Inside the crowded congres- prevent wholesale Republican after July. A few thousand addi- and deep Sectarian differences.
sional hearing room, Rep. Tom defections.
tional military police, for examBush and his political allies
Lantos. the chairman of the
In long-awaited testimony, ple, were sent to deal with extra have worked forcefully in recent
Affairs the commanding general of the detainees. Petraeus conceded weeks to shore up Republican.
House
Foreign
Committee, told Petraeus his war said last winter's buildup in that improvements in security in support. The effort has included
proposal amounted to only a U.S. troops had met its military Iraq were uneven across the television advertisements and a
"token withdrawal" after years objectives "in large measure.country.
presidential visit to Anbar
of war.
As a result,"I believe that we
Using 13 pages of colorful province to highlight improved
"What I recommended was a will be able to reduce our forces charts, he said, "The level of security in the vast western
very substantial withdrawal," to the pre-surge level ... by next security incidents has declined stretches of Iraq.
the general replied evenly from summer without jeopardizing in eight of the past 12 weeks,
the witness chair, his uniform the security gains we have
adorned by four gleaming gen- fought so hard to achieve."
eral's stars and nine rows of
Outside the hearing room.
medals. "Five Army brigade Senate Republican Leader
combat teams, a Marine Mitch McConnell said he hoped
Expeditionary Unit and two Petraeus' testimony could lead
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very significant force."
That seemed unlikely.
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Poll: Most see Iraq war as
failure, doubt troop build-up
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Hutson inducted into Tennessee High School
Speech and Drama League Hall of Fame
COLLIERVILLE. Tenn
%flax} Hutson, (rimier resident of plaid. Ky.
, was recently inducted into the Tennessee
High School Speech and Drama
I rogue Hall of EOM
Hutson. J 19%1 graduate of
Calloway County High School
and a POK6 graduate of Murray State University, has been
the Speech. Drama and TV
Production teacher at Colhervilk High School in Colliersilk. Tenn . for 22 years.
A
In-those-22- years,--The- Col-bersille Speech Team has
placed first t over XII
hiurnaments. and has
10114 I
sent 12 students to the Nation.51 Speck?) Tournament where six
has e ails Onc ed to the final
Kind
Iwo of anise students were
criiwried Natioriol Champions.
one of %shorn was his soli.
Photo provided
ho was the National
Mickey Hutson. left. is pictured with Larry England, his former
(1).1114,14in in Prose 111 21104
speech coach at Calloway County High School
I he other. I fay ut Kombroc h
SS as the National ciumpiiiii at
MelI I /IS Speech Coach
their students "Whenever we
the 21s17 National iipurn.stitent
ta,n.
1 tug land spoke at the 'Aced Collierville students in
%tide
does not irei.
ceiemons where he applauded conipetition I always knew who
o .111;e re.un Stale ( hompions,
Hutson tor being 4 team_ploy_ they were because they were
Hutson has coached 24) inch
er while at CCHS and sold it'll
class England
state S.li.uiiipiitiiis In the
that Hutson was continuing the
During the ceremony HutValli/ABM
troditnin that teachers pass
son recogruied his parents.

Henry And Patricia Hutson, for
giving him a childhood 'where
the only thing missing was the
white picket fence.' He also
thanked his wife, the former
Lone Hale of Elm Cirove community of Calloway County.
Ky., and other family members for their support throughout a career that requires many
weekend trips for tournaments
and conferences as well as many
late evenings for student practices.
Other speakers at the ceremony were the current COIherville High School principal.
Dr. Tim Setterlund, Ilutson's
future daughter-in-law, Amber
Chanucey. who also competed
on the Collierville Speech Team
and was it national finalist; as
well as other former students
and current colleagues.
Criteria for admission into
the Hall of Fame requires 10
years of quality sCesitce to the
Tennessee High School Speech
and Drama League with outstandtng integrity and character. Hutson was nonunated by
his local district in Shelby
County and was alcctc‘i by the-Executive Council at last
spnng's state tournament.

Fifteen western Kentucky school districts
receive Teaching American History Grants
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The West Kentucky Educational Cooperative recently accepted a one million dollar federal
I y i in COSMO S %LIN
link'
Teaching American History Grant on behal1 of 15 western Kentucky school distncts Pictured.
UiSUM 1
Sit I ean
pendent.
nom ( Milts and Webster from left. are Tina Hill, Grants Associate for the Consortium for Innovations in Education, Todd
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Veterans and their families
will be given free assistance
Veterans and their families will be given
free counseling and assistance in filing claims
for state and federal benefits Wednesday
from 9 a.m. to noon at the National Guard
Armory at Murray.
Ron McClure, regional ffeld representative of Kentucky Department of Veterans
Affairs, will give the assistance. For information call 1-877-812-0840.

Jo's
Datebook

Rep to be at library

A representative of the Social Security
By Jo Burkeen Administration will be at the Calloway Public Library Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to
Community
12:30 p.m. to assist persons in filing forms.
Editor
For information call 1-800-772-1213.

Zeta Department will meet
Zeta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday at 2 p.m. at the club house. Pat Harrington will present
a program on "One in a Hundred." Members are asked to
bring four favonte recipes to be placed in the new Woman's
Club cookbook. Dues for the year will be taken. Officers will
served as hostesses.

Democrats to hear Conway
Jack Conway, Democratic nominee for attorney general, will
be speaker at a breakfast meeting of the Calloway County
Democratic party on Wednesday from 7 to 9 a.m. at the party
headquarters, 516 Main St. The public is invited. For more
information call David Ramey at 759-9905.

Outland Cemetery plans meeting
The animal meeting at Outland Cemetery will ,. .be _Wednesday at II a.m. Donations for the maintenance of the cemetery are urgently needed. Those unable to attend may send their
donations to Betty Vinson. 2011 Gatesborough, Murray, KY
42071

HOSA plans promotion
HOSA (Health Occupational students of America) will have
an all day rebate at Sirloin Stockade today. Customers are
asked to give receipts to the cashier.

Alzheimer's group will meet today
Alzheimer's Disease Education Support Group will meet
today at 4:30 in the board room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. A video on "Maximizing Cognitive Functional Abilities" by the Greater Kentucky and Southern Indiana Alzheimer
Chapter will be shown. For more information call Cindy Rags7
dale, licensed social worker, at 762-1108.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
Mit pm'. at 1628- West-Maitt-St.4,- Murray, next to St. John's
Episcopal Church For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-4472004.

Al-Anon meeting tonight
Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 at First United Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southsidc rear door located near
the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo Tuesday from 6:30
to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray. Funds
from the Bingo help support local, national and international
chanties. For more information call 293-7061.

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 621 Chapter will have an open house today
at 5 at First Christian Church fellowship hall. 111 North Fifth
St. This will be for all interested persons free tonight. Weighin will be from 5 to 5:30. For information call Tracey at 2275874.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 at the Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at 4892909 or Mike at 293-6043.
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Marli Jaye Mehta
Jay and rik.i aleht.i of
Texas. arc the parents of
a daughter. Stall Li!re Mehra,
horn on Sunday. May It. 21117,
at ti sCa ro
The ttah. weighed h pounds
a 5 ounces And ITICASUITil
inches Die mother is the for
met 1-rika Johnson
Grandparents are Dennis and
Randy Johnson of Murray and
Iiiendra and Meete Mehra of
Queen.. N
S great grandfather is MU,t1.1,1r.ti Nicht.' or Its me (alit

Semi-Annual
A Shoe Clearance A
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Murray Star Chapter 431 Order of the Eastern Star will
meet tonight at 730 at the lodge hall

East Elementary PTA will meet
East Elementary School PTA will meet tonight at 6 an the
school cafeteria. Donna Hawkins. practitioner in the college of
education at Murray state University will present a program
on -How to Help Your children with Homework." Later the
teachers will provide information about this year's curriculum-.
in their individual classrooms For more information call 7599794

Sroda will be 1AAP speaker

Mull Jaye alight.

JOB OPENING
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floottet I NM
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Dr. M. Sue Sroda Ph.D. TESOL Program. department of
English and philosophy of College of Humanities and Fine
Arts at Murray State University, will present a program on
-Communicating with People from Diverse Ethnic Groups" at
a meeting. sponsored by the Murray Chapter of International
Association of Aditurustrative Professionals (IAAP) today at 5
in the conference room of Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce. There is no admission/registration fee, and the
public is invited to attend. For more information contact Laura
Dziekonski at 809-4816 or Kay Hays (CAP) at 809-2234.

MMS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Based Decision Making Council will
meet today at 4 in the media center of the school

4-H Round-up will be today
Calloway County 4-H Round-up will be today from 1 30 to
at the Murray State University Expo ('enter New and
returning 4-Hers are encouraged to attend. The 4-H age is 9-.
18 year. with 6-8 year olds welcome to join as Cloyerbuds.:
For more information call the Calloway County Extension:
Office at 753-1452 or e-mail vbasinwOukyedu
h 1()

Boy Scout Council starts program

The local Kos, Scout Council has started an engraved brick
program In he placed around the flag pole at the local summer camp on Kentucky Lake. If you know of any Eagle Scouts.
or anyone else involved in the local Scout program, have them
write to PO Box 487, Owensboro, KY 42302 or call 1-270684-9272 for information.
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National Homecoming Ride returns
to LBL's Wranglers Campground
GOLDEN POND,Ky. — The
National Trail Ride and Wagon
Frain Association returns to
Wranglers Campground, located in Land Between The Lakes
LBL) National Recreation
.Area, Sept. 15-19, to hold its
20th annual National Home.:oming Ride.
The annual homecoming
attracts more than 1,000 riders and hundreds of horses,
mules, and wagons to Wranglers Campground each year.
Fhroughout the week,trail rides,
,:ompetitions, evening dances,
and awards ceremonies are
planned for the celebration.
"We look forward to this each
year as a wonderful homecoming celebration for our members and . future member as

well," said Art Howell, event
organizer. 'Wranglers' location and trail system make it
an ideal place for us to come
together, meet new members,
and enjoy a week of riding."
Wranglers Campground is a
premier equestrian camp serving the Southeast region of the
United States. It features developed campsites and rustic camping shelters(for reservations call
1-877-444-6777
or
visit
ww w.recreation.gov ),
along
with day-use parking and other
services for horse and mule
enthusiasts.
Approximately 100 miles of
scenic horse and wagon trails,
along with woodland roads,
meander along the lakeshore,
and through the rolling land-

scape in LBL. Day-use visitors are welcome and can enjoy
ample parking with picnic tables
available.
For more information on the
Homecoming Trail Ride, contact Art Howell at 731-5935139, or LBL at 1-800-LBL7077 or 270-924-2000, or on
the Internet at www.lbl.org.
Land Between The Lakes is
managed by the USDA Forest
Service, in partnership with
Friends of LBL, to provide
public lands outdoor recreation
and environmental education.
We encourage visitors to review
our website at www.lbl.org each
season, and throughout the season, for our Calendar of Events
and updates on programs and
policies.
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VOLUNTEER TRAINING: The Murray Independent School District conducted a special volunteer training session Thursday at the board office. Volunteers were instructed on classroom
and building protocol that will help them in their daily activities, according to Jean Bennett,
right, volunteer coordinator for the school district Volunteers pictured with Bennett, from left,
are: Michelle Wells; Leslie Owens: and Kim Adams. Other residents interested in volunteering
in the Murray Independent School District should contact Bennett at 753-4363.
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MSU taking registrations for songwriting course
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REGISTRATION HELD: Girl Scout registration was held at Chestnut Park. For more information on being a Girl Scout, on a troop leadership team or volunteer for Girl Scouts. For more
information contact the Girl Scout office, toll free 1-888-771-5171.

Back by popular demand, connect the two.
Murray State University's CenParticipants will also learn
ter for Continuing Education insider tips of the music busirecently announced the dates for ness such as how to publish
the non-credit, community edit- and market a song. and how
_ Cation course,"Songwriting and royalties work.
Professionalr songwriter
the Music Business 101," This
course is open to the public Kenya Walker will teach the
and currently taking registra- class. Walker's songwriting
tions.
experiences have taken her from
This fun, hands-on course staff songwriter for several
will explore the basic techniques major music labels to featured
of songwriting. The workshop performer and recorciingartist.
will help participants discover She is a favorite on Music
the music and lyrics inside Row and within the Nashville
them and receive valuable feed- songwriting community.
The class will be held on
back and guidance on how to

six Tuesdays, Sept. 25-Oct. 30
from 6 to 8 p.m. Course fee
is $135. Space in the class is
limited and pre-registration is
required. A ten percent discount is given - to WU
and
Faculty/Staff/Students
Senior Citizens (55+).
For more information, or to
register, contact the Center for
Continuing Education, at 8091-800-669-7654,
3659, or
extension 3659 or visit the
website at http://ceao.murraystate.edu/noncredit/commed.
htm.

Highland Festival offers children's athletic games Saturday
Kids ages 6-12 will have the chance
to show off their own brute strength
in the children's division of the WestltiftiMiltir--11(ighbaidf,Games at
Central Park on Saturday.
The Western Kentucky Highland
Festival, sponsored by Campbell Auction and Real Estate, will offer two
different age brackets of 6-8 years

old and 9-12 years old in the traditional Scottish athletic games.
Children will participate in many
of the same competitions as the adults
including the stone throw and caber
toss. Sack races will also be included.
Registration for those who want
to participate in the children's games

is Saturday, Sept. IS at II a.m., with
the competitions beginning at I p.m.
There is no cost to compete. Winners will he announced that day and,
will also be posted on the Highland
Festival's Web site at www.wkyhighlandfesti val.com.
The festival kicks off Friday with
a Ceilidh (Scottish party) at the Mur-

Finishing the weekend is the Kirkin'
ray Country Club at 7 p.m.
The Highland Games in Central '0' the Tartans at First Presbyterian
Park takes place Saturday from 9 Church on Sunday at 10:45 a.m.
For more information on the Higha.m. to 4:30 p.m. and, in addition to _
the athletic games, itieltides- Celtic---land Festival events, contset trie-Mtit
music, Scottish vendors, sheep herd- ray Tourism Commission at 759-2199
ing and more. There is a $5 gener- or visit the website at www.tounnural admission fee to the park with ray.com.
children 12 and under free.
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Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Golf Tournament
Sponsored by "The Ladies of Oaks Country Club"
To Benefit the Susan G. Komen Foundation
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Come on by for your FREE Cabinetry
Design and also take a look at the large
selection of Counter Tops and Flooring
Solutions

The 11th Annual Golf Tournament at Oaks Country Club
Wednesday, October 3, 2007
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Be Sure To Wear Pink - A Prize Will Be Given
Cal 489-

1550 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071

Registration: 8:30 a.m.• Shot Gun Start: 9:30 a.m.
Two Person Scramble
There will be a Men's. Women's and Mixed Division.
Men over the age of 65 will tee off from the yellow tees. All players will receive
a free 1-year subscription of Golf for Women or Golf Digest for Men.
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Prizes will be awarded to the winners.
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In order to save time, a drawing for donated prizes will be held during play.
Members of the committee will draw prizes. In alphabetized order, your name will he
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Politics hover over memorial service for 9/11
name of a vIcilln who survived
NEW YORK 1APi Relatives of World Trade Center that towers' collapse but died
victons bowed their heads in five months later of lung disease
silence Al A %111411 park today to blamed on the dust she inhaled
mark the moment exactly six VIAS added to the official roll.
year% earlier when the first
Felicia Dunn-Joncs, an attorney, was working A block from
hijacked plane struck the towers
The dreary. gray skies created a the World Trade Center. She
grim backdrop. and a sharp con- became the 2.974th victim
trast to the clear blue of that linked to the four attack sites
morning in 2001.
where hijacked airliners hit the
'That day we felt isolated, two towers, the Pentagon and a
but not for long and not from field near ghanksville, Pa.,
each other," Mayor Michael where federal investigators say
Bloomberg said as the ceremony the passengers of United
began "Six years have passed, Airlines Flight 93 fought the
and our place is still by your hijackers on the rallying cry
side
'Let's roll!"
Construction equipment now
A memorial honoring Flight
fills the 5451 city block where 93's 40 passengers and crew was
the World Trade Center once to begin at 9.45 a.m., shortly
stood. the work is under way for before the time the airliner nosefour new towers forced the cere- dived into-the empty-Tied:
mony to be moved away from
-The ceremony will be brief
the twin towers' footprints for but solemn." said Kevin Newlin.
an official with the National
the first time
Park Service. Bells will toll, and
As people clutched framed
photos of their lost bored ones, the names of the passengers and
Kathleen Mullen, whose niece crew will be read at the site of a
Kathleen Casey died in the temporary tnettiorial at the crash
attacks, said the park across the site
street was close enough
In Boston. where two of the
"Just so long as we continue hijacked airplanes took off that
to do something special every morning, church hells rang to
year, so you don't wake up and the tunes of Attu/mg Grace and
AP
America the Beautiful on
say,'Oh. it's 9/11,- she said
An American flag inscribed with the names of the victims of the Sept 11 attacks flies at the 9/11 memonal field near the eterPresidential politics 4Iki the Tuesday.
nal flame and the globe saved from the World Trade Center Site on the sixth anniversary of the terrorists attacks on the World
health of ground rero workers
In New York, drums and bagTrade
Center today in New YOrk.
loomed over the sixth anniver- pipes played its an American
sary of the terrorist attackv-liits flag -saved frontilic.culiapae_
--petted ansI-1.41,-beCil there every. .US-_-_base_ at. Afghanistan, a each craah ,and the collapse of and first responders reading vicyear. perhaps more than any carried
toward
a
stage. year since then It I didn't, it memorial ceremony was also each tower in New York.
tims' nanieS 'during the cereother Sept 11
Firefighters were to share the would he extremely unusual As planned.
Even thought the World money, city workers who particDie firefighters and first stage with former Mayor Rudy a personal matter. I wouldn't be
National intelligence director Trade Center ceremony gather- ipated in the cleanup, construcresponders who helped rescue (;tuliani, who many victims' able to Ilse with myself,- Mike McConnell said Tuesday ing
was in the park, thousands of tion workers, volunteers, and
thousands that day in 2001 and families and firefighters said Giuliani said late last week
that U.S. authorities remain vig- family members were still medical examiner's officials
later recosered the dead Were to should not speak because he is
Sen.
Hillary
Rodham ilant and concerned about allowed to descend briefly who recovered remains were
read the sictims• names for the running for president Giuliani Clinton, seeking the Democratic "sleeper cells" of would-be ter- below street level
to lay flowers involved.
lust time Many of those res
has 1114(.1C his performance in the Party presidential nominatima rorists inside the United States.
at a spot near the twin towers'
In all, -2,974 victims were
cucts aft.' now ill with respirato
months Atter the 2001 terrorist also planned to attend the cere"We're safer but we're not footprints. Family members killed by the Sept. II attacks:
ry problems and cancers them- attacks the cornerstone of his monies at ground ten,
safe." McConnell said in an upset that they might not be 2,750 at the World Trade Center,
selves. arid they blame the ill- campaign, but he has said his
President Bush, with the first interview on ABC's "Good allowed in at all pressured the 40 in Pennsylvania and 184 at
nesses on expiO%Ufe to the fallen appearance wasn't intended to lady at his side, held a moment
Morning America."
city to at least allow the short the Pentagon. Those numbers do
towers' tom. dust
be political
of silence on the South Lawn of
As in past years, moments of visits to the dusty bedrock.
not include the 19 hijackers.
Also fin the first time, the
was there when it hap- the White House At the main silence were i planned to
mark
In addition to the firefighters

Bin Laden urges sympathizers
to join 'caravan' of martyrs
cAllto. Egypt tAPt
Osarna bin Laden urged sympa
Miters to join the "‘Ara% all" of
martyrs as he iii aised one of the
Sept II suit iik• hijackers in A
new sideii that emerged today to
mark the sisth ,111111%ff%illry of the
attackson the World Trade
('enter and Pentagiin
Al Qaida traditionally issues
a side° esery year on the
annisersary with the last testament of one iit the 19 hi ac kers
insolsed in the Sept II. 2(1()1
attacks Ibis )cit•% %Rico
showed hijacker Vialeccl al•
Shehrt addressing the camera
and warning the I S "Vie shall
conic at you from ,f14.1( front And
back, your right and left
The WM message caine days
after the world got Its first current look at bin I aden in nearly
three rears, truth the release of a
video Saturilas in which the ter
rot leader
Ad...tressed the
American people
Die latest sidiciaape of the
hijacker's testament, had not yet
been posted on extremist Web
sites Hut Inteltenter, a us mitre
ing
group
in
suburban
Washington. said it had obtained
the 47 minute skirt, And pros idNI it to Al' IcIer INIt41 Nests
It begins with An Aushiaape
intrishution by bin Laden
While his voice is heard. the
% lac., shows a still image of
him. raising his ringer In the
image, bin I Akiftl has the same
dsed black heard and the same
clothes — a white folic and cap
and beige cloak
that he had in
Saturday's video
But ml was not known
the
aushotape was recently made In
the past. at Qaida has used
haute and audio or fun a,ka
taped long ago lot release later
In the tape. bin Laden praised
al.Shettn. saying he "recognized
the truth- that Arats rulers were
"vassals- of the Kest and had
-abandoned the balance of
I Itlanik reselation "
"It is true that this young man
was little in ,f1fs, hut the faith
in has heart was lug." he said
"So there is A huge difference
between the path of the kings.
presidents and hspos mica!
llama iIslamic sc holar's, arid
the path of these noble young
men." like al Shehn. bin I Aden
said -The formers kit is to spoil
and enisis thernselses whereas
the latters kit is to destroy, them
seises for Allah's Word to be
Supreme It 11171A01% fur us to kr our
part So I tell esery young titan
arming the south ‘if Islam lc is
sour duty to pool the .aras an lot
Mile% TN1 until the suit,.lens s is
.ompiete and the march to aid
the High and I hnnipoteni rut
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Urgent Core and
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This frame grab taken from an undated video message carrying the logo of al-Oaida s production house as-Sahab and provided today by IntelCenter, a U S government contractor
monitoring al-Oaida messaging shows Osama bin Laden
raising his finger while speaking
unties, he said
at the end of his speech. fin'
Laden Also mentions the AlQarda leader in Iraq. Also Slusab
aTlartiassi, who was klileki titan
S air strike there
followed in the footstep. ot al
Shehri and his brothers who
"fulfilled their promises to
God"
"And now it is out turn. bin
Laden lay.
After hen Laden speaks, the
sides) of al-Shehn appears AlShchn
one of the hijackers on
American Airlines Flight II.
which het the World Trade
Center -- is seen wearing A
white robe and headscaii. with
full black beard. speaking in
front of a backdrop with images
of the burning World Trade
Center
"We shall some at you from
you: front and hack, your right
'and left: Al %helm said, assert
ing that America would surfer
the same fate as the Soviet
(firm
He also praised the losses the
United States suffered in
Somalia in late 199;
As for our own fortune, it is
not in this world," he said "And
we are not .ompeting with you
for this world hes ruse it does
not equal in Allah's eyes the
wing of a mosquito"
Al-Sheri warned Muslims
who ork.eti to return to their
religion and ckplored the state sit
those who abandoned Muslim
hols war. or phad

Ihe oindltion of Islam at
the present time makes one cry
in slew of the weakness,
humiliation. worn and enslavement it Is suffering because it
neglected the obligations of
Allah and His orders, and permitted His 10011414.1C11 things and
abandoned iihad in Allah's
path.- he said
Suicide attacks for al ()anti
and other militant groups often
s aleotape last testaments before
carrying out their attacks Every
Sept II annisersary. al-Qaida
has used the tapes in a bid to
rally its supporters by glorifying
its 'martyrs •
Bin I aden s new appearances
underline the failure to find the
terror leader that President Bush
sowed in the wake of the Sept
I I attacks to take "dead or
alise
(It) Sunday, Bush's homeland

%mum\ ads vier Frances Fragos
Townsend sought to play down
bin Laden's importance — and
added a taunt, saying he was
"sirtually impotent"
But terrorism experts say alQaida's core leadership is
regrouping in the lawless
Pakistan-Afghanistan border
region The latest National
Intelligence Estimate sass the
network is growing in strength.
intensifying its efforts to put
operatives in the United States
and plot new attacks
Bin laden % saki, on
Saturdar lika• hi% first message
in 1,
‘et a ream

f",.••19

Occupational Medicine as been provided by Primary Core Medical Center `, )r over
and rhea employees. We _
: •
Same Day Visits mthout
.;,p0,n,r;enrs. and reports ore provided promptly to the apriroorio.e persons Our new
.,ties have on area especially designed fo, Occupational Medicine We also have tw,.
-"tired MROs IMedical Review Officers)

you' Urgent Care and Occupational Medicine eeds,

Primary Care is Always There!
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:GRIFFIN DISPLEASED WITH MSU EFFORT ACROSS THE BOARD
'Rk
01. SCOTT NANNEY
Sports
Editor
..
•::114urray State head coach
tvtItt Griffin was less than
*lied with his team's effort
daring Saturday's 4117 loss
at Illinois State. And he let
the Racers know about it
immediately after the game.
"Some of our coaches
tliqught maybe I was a little
niugh on them," Gnffin said.
-then, after watching the tape
*day — we watched it as
a,keam — those same coacheriame out and said, 'Maybe

you were too easy on them.— 24 or 25," Griffin recalled.
Griffin's dissatisfaction with "That's a big pan of the
his squad was across the board, game."
as the Racers had deficienThe Redbirds (1-I) threw
cies in all aspects of their game. the ball only nine times due
But the most egregious offens- to the success of their runes could be found on defense. ning game, which bludgeoned
where MSU allowed the Red- Murray with four rushing
birds 237 yards rushing, and touchdowns. Two of those
on special teams, where Illi- came courtesy of Rafael Rice,
nois State took advantage of who rushed for 106 yards on
breakdowns in the Racers' 24 carries. Backfield mate Parkickoff and punt units.
rish Fisher had 112 yards on
"I think their average field 18 attempts to give ISU two
position was our 45 or 46, backs who eclipsed the 100and our average was our own yard mark.

Saturday
Murray State vs. Lambuth
When. Saturday 6 p m
Where: Roy Stewart Stadium
Murray Ky
Radio/TV. WNBS-WFGE
Series Record: 9-0
Last Meeting: MSU 63 LU 0 (1935)
First Meeting: 1924
Streak: Racers have won all 9
meetings
in Murray: 7-0
Griffin vs. LU:0-0-0

"When you look at some
of the defensive (tape), we've
got some mis-alignments.
•See MSU, 28

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Murray State University football coach Matt Griffin was anything but pleased with his Racers performance Saturday in
Bloomington. MSU will host Lambuth University Saturday in
the home opener.

CHICAGO 12, ST. LOUIS 3
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PREP SOCCER
ROUNDUP

Taking A Tumble
CUBS KEEP
ST. Louis SLIDING
WITH 17-HIT
PERFORMANCE
MONDAY
CHICAGO (API — The Cubs will
gladly pardon the interruption of their
10-game trip.
Chicago got 17 hits during a oneg4ine stopover at Wrigley Field, helpTed Lilly win his 15th game and
biting the St. Louis Cardinals 12-3,
is weird," said Aramis Ramirez,
sOlo homered twice and had four hits.
"RiVe were supposed to be in Houssaving -a clay off today, and we're
he playing a game in Chicago.' "litamirez wasn't complaining. just
hippy to see his teammates join him
in a rare offensive outburst.
"We struggled the last couple of
weeks to put runs on the board and
we lost a couple of tough games,"
Ramirez said. "It's fun when everybody is getting their hits, for personal reasons and for the team."
It was just the third win in eight
games for Chicago. and lifted the
Cubs into a first-place tie with Milwaukee, which lost 9-0 at Pittsburgh.
St. Louis is three games back of the
NI Central leaders.
Derrek Lee and Ramirez homered
in a five-run fourth, and Ramirez
added another solo shot in a four-run
eighth.
"Where's that been? That was a thing
of beauty. We hit the ball for power.
We hit the ball in the gaps. We hit
the ball with men in scoring position." Cubs manager Lou Piniella said.
"A game like this can really get you
going."
St. Louis, which started the day
three back of the Brewers, lost its
fourth straight and dropped to 69-72.
Both teams made a quick detour
to play the makeup, caused by an
Aug. 19 Taman.
The Cardinals came to Chicago
from Arizona and didn't land until
around 11:30 p.m. Sunday night. Next.
the World Series Champions have three
games at the Reds.
"There's no doubt in my mind we'll
he ready to play in Cincinnati," Cardinals manager Tony La Russa said.
"1 know we're going to play hard
enough, hut then you have to play
good enough. We were close in Anmna. This was a game that got out
of control. h Was ugly.-

KIL 's

Calloway,
Mayfield
battle to tie
LADY LAKERS ROLL
TO 4-0 SHUT OUT
Staff Report
The Calloway County Lakers
and Second District rival Mayfield battled to a 1-1 tie during
the opener of a varsity soccer
doubleheader on Senior Night
Monday at the Jim Nix Soccer
Complex.
Mayfield (3-3-1, 2-2-1 Second
District) put the first goal of the
match on the scoreboard, as Juan
Fabian broke a scoreless tie with
a goal just seven minutes into
the first half.
But Calloway (2-5-1, 0-5-1)
answered about 10 minutes later,
wben Blake „Manness scored Aoto
•See SOCCER,2B

PREP GOLF
ROUNDUP

Lakers take
triangular
match
Monday
HOWARD,SIMMONS
SHOOT 36

M. SPENCER GREEN / AP
Aramis Ramirez hits a home run during the fourth inning against St. Louis Monday in Chicago.
The Cubs arrived home from Pitts- what is going to happen in this divi"This is why you prepare and work
burgh and head to the road for a crit- sion and how close it will be."
throughout the season, so you can
ical swing that takes them to HousLilly (15-7) matched his career high finish strong." he said. "I've taken
ton for three games and St. Louis for for victories, set last year with the care of myself and I expect to go
four.
Blue Jays. He allowed five hits, includ- out there and do well from here on
"This little stretch here favors the ing homers to Jim Edmonds and So out."
Milwaukee situation because of the Taguchi, and struck out seven in seven
Joel Pineiro (4-31 gave up two
fact the two teams closest to them innings.
homers, three doubles and a single in
are playing each other." Piniella said
The left-hander is 9-1 when start- a span of seven batters in the fourth.
before the game. 'This week will tell ing following a Cubs' loss and has Lee led off with his 18th homer and,
a lot, starting today and ending Sun- 17 career victories in September. his one out later. Ramirez followed with
day. It will tell a whole lot about most in any month.
his 21st for a 3-1 lead.

Staff Report
The Calloway County boys' golf
team earned a victory in Monday's tri-match with Graves County and Community Christian Academy at Oaks Country Club.
The Lakers claimed the match
with a team total of 148. besting the marks posted by Graves
(167) and CCA (220).
Chasten Howard tied Brock
Simmons for the best effort of
the afternoon, as both fired a 36.
Teammates Daniel Harper (37)
•See SOCCER,28

('K1 vs. LOUISVILLE

Shootout at the Commonwealth Corral?
CARDINALS WILDCATS STRUGGLING TO STOP THE OPPOSITION
: LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) — Earl Heyman kept
Pupping the tape in. reliving the nightmare
;Seven. eight. nine times the Louisville defensite tackle reviewed the carnage of the ninthriteked Cardinals' ugly 58-42 win over Middle 'Tenagree last week, looking for something positive
build on.
% right spots, however, are hard to come by
You allow SS yards and six touchdowns to
tillearn that had managed just 217 yards and 13
the week before Bleary-eyed. Heyman saw
%
Ilits
ing but missed tackles. missed assignments and
I
't
sed opportunities
Obviously, we had some problems and thing.,
need to be adjusted." Heyman said. -The good
is that it's over

Maybe. But if the Cardinals (2-0) don't get better fast, their nightmare could just be beginning.
Louisville travels to arch nval Kentucky (2-0)
on Saturday in a game that could produce enough
points to make Rick Pitino and Kentucky counterpart Billy Gillispie envious.
Led by quarterback Bnan Brohm. the Cardinals
are the top-rated offense in the nation, averaging
692 yards and 65.5 points a game The Wildcats
are eighth in the country total offence. averaging
526 yards and 53 points per game.
Things aren't so rosy on the other side of the
hall Louissille's defense is ranked 146th in the
nation, while Kentucky is 48th.
Though Louisville coach Steve Kragthorpe said
the defense played "awful" against the Blue Raiders.

he stressed the offense shared some of the blame
for having several doves get bogged down in the
red zone, forcing the Cardinals to settle for field
goals.
"We should have scored 80 points." Kragthorpe
said.
If Louisville's defense doesn't find a way to
slow down Kentucky quarterback Andre Woodson,
the Cardinals might have to.
The Wildcats have hardly been better. Kent State
rolled up 524 yards and blew several chances to
take control of the game in the first half by turning the ball over. A riotous halftime speech by
coach Rich Brooks seemed to get his team's attention. and Kentucky milled away for a 56-20 victory.

Photo Submitted

Calloway County golfer Chasten Howard led the Lakers' effort
dunng Monday's match at Oaks
Country Club, firing a 36 as
CCHS defeated Graves County and Community Christian
Academy.
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Bills' Everett has most severe of
collection of NFL injuries
By The Associated Press
Ilir spinal cord injury suffered by Bills tight end Kevin
Everett Was -,...itastrophic" and
life-threatening and it will he several days before the seventy is
known.
On a day when more than

a doten teams were hit with
injuries to key players. Everett's
Was the worst. caused making
a tackle on Denver lack returner Domenik
"A hest-case scenario is full
recovery, hut not likely," Dr
Andrew Cappuccino said, one

day after performing a fourhour operation on the player.
"1 believe there will be some
pemianent neurological paralysis. .. A full neurological recovery was bleak. dismal."
The 25-year-old
Everett
underwent surgery Sunday night.

•Golf

SportsBriefs
• A Murray 8-year-old travel baseball team will hold tryouts on
Sunday. Sept. 16 at 3 g m on the Murray Calloway County Park's Pinto
held (No 3) Players 8 and younger are welcome to participate To be
eligible a player cannot be 9-years-old before May 1. 2008 For additional ,nforrnation contact Scott Adams at 293-4674
MI The Murray State University Health 8 Physical Education Majors
Club and The Humane Society of Marshall County are sponsoring a coed softball tournament on Sept 15 The tournament. scrieg.ied to begin
at 9 a M wilt be held at the Benton City Park
The fee is $150 per team Al) teams are guaranteed two six inning
games, with first place paying $150 and second place worth 575 All
participants must be at least 16-years-old
Registration is due no later than Sept 12 and payment is due at the
time of registration To register, submit the tee along with the names of
the piel015 on the team to the Humane Society of Marshall County. PO
Box 53
Benton, Ky
42025 For more information. e-mail
00111324 t aol corn
•The Fraternal Order of Police s end of summer men's softball tournament will be held Sept 22 al the Murray City Park There is a 8150
entry fee per learn Arnencan Softball Association rules will apply For
more information or to enter the tournarnent contact Shawn Clere at
12701 293-1899

From

Pipe 16

and Austin Miles (39) followed
in the CCHS order.
Eli Towery and Geoffrey
Beck paced Graves. as each
fired a 40. Alex Cunningham
(13) and Ross Williams (41)
also tallied scores for the Eagles.
Clayton Ely and Jake Harper both carded 45s for CCK,
while Cody Lujan recorded a
55 and Daniel Azar added a
75.
In the girls' competition.
senior Ellie Fisher led the way
for Calloway C'ounty with a
47. as the Lady Laker% finished with a team total of 196.
Other CCHS players and their
scores included: Katie Tindell
(49). Ricki Lee OTT (50) and
Madison Connell (50),

•Soccer
From Page 18
knot the contest at I -I Thai would prose to
he only two goals of the match
Both squads wound up with a 16 shots on
the night Ctils led in shots on goal. 10-5.
Goalkeeper Keaton Pierce had four saves for
the Laker.. while Totillti McNutt had nine for
the Cardinals
Die Laker% wilt take the rest of the week
oft before hosting Murray High on Sept. 1K.
Girls
Lady Laker% 1,
Mayfield 0
allow ay received a pan ot goals from Shaun., Viii ker and 4,11e eat h from Jessica Torsak

and tauten- ltartan
4tuttittr out -the -visitingLady Cardinals in a weather-shortened contest
on Senior Night at the Jim Nix Soccer Complex.
Karra Jones recorded an assist for CCHS,
which improved to 4-5 overall and 1-4 in Second Ihstrict play this season.
Lady Laker goalkeeper Kelsie Greer recorded lour saves in goal before the match was
called due to lightning in the area early in the
second half.
C'alloway was scheduled to host Graves
County tonight at 7 o'clock before playing in
the Lady Stunt' Tournament at Hopkins County Central High School this weekend.
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.S'C'CIP IFZ1E'' Er CIA 12LP

...oaf Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St Murray. KY •753-3415

Frorr Page 1B
Thai .i• _21.••ckhq to MC as
AllTk. 01 the mistakes We made,Griffin said "(The players) arc
going to understand that all of
Us are held accountable I was
lust disheartened with how we
.aint out on the second half
as much phy sic aily as
he added
Another problem fig the /Ca er• was i'nalties
NISI', the least perialited
1C4flt in the Ohio V. alley Con•
tcreric-c in 2008. was whistled
Illte louis lie XI yards
"I'm really taken (hack) by
that Nine is unacceptable.noted(intim "We has e a creed
It is what RJkel pride is. and
that s tills ontittion41 Mon. smart
play and physical play We didn't exemplify ati) ol those

three Vs hen those things aren't
The Racers don't have much
right, it starts with me I'll time to clean things up. as
take the blame for all of it It they prepare for their home
will get corms:led "
opener on Saturday against visThere was at least one pos- iting Lambuth
itie for MSU - the play of
The Eagles 1-1 t. a memrecision freshman quarterback ber of the National AssociaJeff Ehrhardt. who continued tion of Intercollegiate Athletto impress the Racer -coaching ics INAIAL enter the 6 p.m.
staff during Just his second contest at Roy Stewart Stadicollegiate start He finished with um off J 4X-44 victor) at Union
237 yards passing on 21-44-36
Ky. t College last weekend.
attempts and led the team in
After two weeks of tough
rushing with 57 yards on 22 competition. the Lamhuth game
attempts
appears to be a breather for
"A lot of guys played well, the Racers before they jump into
and Jeff is one of them." said ()VC play next week at TenGriffin "He's still girt things nessee Tech However, Griffin
he can clean up There's .1 sent out a warning to his team.
hunch id things that conic with
'The're a good football
being a ),itung quarterback But team They play hard." he
I know ht's going to get bet- claimed -They're going to
ter lies a good kid.come in here ready to play. If
we're not at MIT hest — if we
have the lapses we had this
past Saturday
there might
be some more disappointed
faces come Saturday night."

Tet411r1 WNW in91911110111

Lindy fait*,
mom laklyImo Apry

State Aura

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National Football League
All neves COT
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
11/
Pct
New England
0 1000
BLAIN°
0
0 000
Miami
0
0 000
N V Jets
0
0 000
Soutti
T Pct
Houston
0 1 000
IndianapOlis
0 1 000
Tennessee
0 I 000
Jacksonville
0
0 000
North
W L T Pct
Cinanniti
1 0 01.000
Pittsburgh
--1-41— 04.000Baltimore
0 1 0 .000
Cleveland
0 1 0 .000
West
W I T Pct
Oertver
1 0 0 1 000
San Diego
I 0 0 I 000
Kansas City
0 I 0 000
Oakland
0 1 0 000
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
L I Pct
Dallas
0 0 1 000
Washington
0 0 1 000
N Y Giants
0 i 0 000
Philadelphia
0 1 0 OOP
South
Pet
Cardin..
1
0 000
Atlanta
0
0 000
New Odaara
0
0 000
Tamps Bay
0
0 000
North

Pet
Desna
Green Bey
tarieweess
cheap

0
Wad

San Francisco
Stalls
Anzona
St Louis

0
0
1

0 1 000
0 I 003
0 000
T Pct
0 1 000
0 1 000
0 000
0 000

0
0

'Thursdays Games

Indianapolis 41 New Orleans 10
Sunday's Games
Minnesota 24 Atlanta 3
Washington 16 Miami 13 OT
Deriver 15 Buttaio 14
Houston 20 Kansas Cary 3
Carolina 27 Si Louis 13
Nays England 38 NV Jets 14

Green Bay 16 Philadelphsa 13

•MSU
8

Others

Murray Ledger & Tim*

Pittsburgh 34 Cleveland 7
Tennessee 13 Jacksonville 10
Detroit 36 Oakland 21
San Dego 14 Chicago 3
Seattle 20 Tampa Bay 6
Dallas 45 N I Giants 35
Monday's Oarii
Cincinnati 27 Be/tenor, 20
San Francisco 20 Arizona 17
Sunday. seer 16
&Ask) at Pittsburgh Noon
Indianapolis at Tennessee Noon
Green Bay at N V Giants Noon
Houston at Carolina Noon
San Francisco at Si Louis Noon
Cncannati at Cleveland Noon
New Orleans at Tampa Bay Noon
Atlanta Si Jacksonvdle Noon
Dallas at Miami 305 p m
Minnesota at Detroit 305 p m
Seattle at Arizona 3 05 p m
Kansas City at Chicago 3 15 p m
N Y Jets at BeldmOre 3 15 p m
Oakland at Denver 315 pm
San Diego at New England 7 15 p m
Monday. Seal 17
Washrldil-In at Philadelphia 7 30 p m

American League StadIngs
MI Times COT
East Division
W L Pct GB
—
Boston
87 58 600
81 82 566
Nee Yon
5
72 71 503
14
Toronto
Si 81 43024 12
Baltimore
61 6342425 12
Tampa Bo
Central Division
W L Pct GO
—
Camstand
84 60 583
78 66 542
8
Dolga
71 73 493
13
ktilramitota
62 81 43421 1/2
Kangas City
23
61 83 424
Chicago
WSW Ofvfolion
W LPCI GB
—
84 59 587
_Laaktgiass
75 67 528 8 172
&NM*
70 75 483 15
Oakland
Texas
68 74 47915 12

Monday's Games
Tampa Bay 1 Boston 0
Detroit 5 F000010 4
Minnesota 4. Kansas City 2
Cleveland 6 Chicago White Sox 2
Oakland 9 Seattle 3
Tuesday's Games
Texas (Padilla 5-9) at Detroit (Durbin 86i. 12 05 p m . 1st game
Texas IlAcCantiy 5-8) at Detroit
(Jureens 1.11. 6 05 p m 2nd game
Tampa Bay (Sonnanstee 5-94 at
Boston (Wakefield 16-101 605 p.m
L A Angels (Saunders 7-31 at Baltimore
(Santos 1-41 6 05 p m
N Y Yankees(Hughes 2-31 at Toronto
'Marcum 12-54 6 07 p m
Minnesota (Bake! 8-7) al Kansas City
IDitvies
m
Cleveland (Byrd 14-6) at Chicago White
711
So' Danks 6-131
pm
Oakland (Braden 1-7) at Sean*
(Washburn 9-13), 9 05 p m
National League Standings
All Times COT
East Envision
W L Pct GB
New York
82 61 573
—
6
Philadelphia
76 67 531
73 71 507 9 1/2 ,
Atlanta
Washington
65 79 45117 1.2'
61 83 42421 12
Florida
Central Division
W L Pet GB
73 70 510
Chicago
Milwaukee
73 70 510 —
Louis
St
69 72 489
3
Cincinnati
64 79 448
9
ea 80 444 9 1/2
Pittsburgh
Houston
11 .
62 81 434
West Division
W L Pct GB
Anzona
82 63 566
—
77 65 542 3 112
San Diego
Los Anue.ies
75 68 524
6
74 69 517
7
Colorado
San Fiancisco
65 79 *5118 1/2
Monday's Games

Chicago Cubs 12, St Louis 3
Washington 5 Florida 4
Prttsburgh 9 ktifivaukee 0
Philadelphia 6 Colorado 5 10 innings
N Y Mets 3 Atlanta 2

Arizona 5

San Francisco 3

Tuesday's Games
Washington 1Bacsik 5-8) at Florida
Seddon 0-0) 6 05 p m
Milwaukee (Gaillard° 7-4( at Pittsburgh
(Bullington 0-1) 6 06 p m
Colorado (Morales 0-2i at Philadelphia
(Eaton 9-8) 605 p m
Atlanta (Carlyle 8-6) at N Y Mets
(0 Hernandez 9-44 6 10 p m
St Louis (Mulder 0-1) at Cincinnati
(Belisle 7-8) 6 10 p m
Chicago Cubs (Marquis 11-8) at
Houston (Backe 0-I). 7 05 p m
San Diego (Peavy 16-8) alt. A
Dodgers 1Loaiza 2-0), 9 10 p m
Arizona Gonzalez 7-2) at San
Francisco I' Correia 4-6) 9 15 p m

Murray (8-year old)Travel Baseball

Team Tryouts

to sae a,nao Mb...rows
Combo'a taw"

NO Asia St • 751-5143

TV, radio
TODAY
WNISA 8ASKFTRALL.
Ip
ESPTe2 Pta3 ,fs riflais yam*
Dow a Phew,.

Sunday, Sept. 16th at 3:00 p.m.
Murray Calloway County Park - Pinto Field On
AinyowII wars old or younitct Luuvhcent to tryout to be d,,pcti VOW Cu')
net Iv 9 wan old enter May 10, 2008
ones,t Sc-pit Ahura at 293-4674
ler widitsond reformation

rRotobrush*
Air Duct System Cleaning
today's air-tight homes. Indoor Air Quality is a growing concern. Most household dust contains dust mites, mold, mildew, pollen. and animal dander. Many of
these contaminant's are circulated through the central air systems in most homes
and can aggravate the symptoms of asthma and allergies.

—in

We Also Do
I Install Automatic Foundation
Ventilators
•Install Moisture and Vapor Barriers in
Crawl Spaces
•Install Sump Pumps to Effectively
Control Excess Moisture

••

•Do Treatments to Control Wood
Fungal Rot
•Repair and Replace Floor Joists
•Install Clothes Dryer Vents
•We Even Install A Patended Floo,
Support System
1603 St

SE VAt.
era .
1411 Work for You &

‘11(1 imprme the elliciene
Ii, Ri1tHs

121 N Murray

(270) 753-6433
1-800-264-1433
www seryallpestcontrol com

Appreciate Your Bussness

1.800.448-4665

Rt

Air duct cleaning can rid your ducts of:
ct Debris •liftid•Poncii • Dug wile%

All Work 1000/o
Guaranteed

111•11I't NMI
.11111 %critics

that

our II\ ‘t • s‘stein
.illitiu

t ritl Iii 5'i't'

polo o.15 {hint i

Randy Thornton Co., Inc.
Servine

Thr Pe,,rIr of Western

Kentucky For Over 70 Years

802 Ch•stnut Strimot • Murray, KY •(270) 753-8101
7
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INDEX
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers we requested to check
the first inserbon of their ads lor any
error Murray Ledger & Times wall be
responsible for only one ncorrect
nsertion Any error should be reported irnmediatery so corrections can
be maoP

010
020
(125
030
040
360
MO
070
000
100
110
120
110
140
150
156
100
140
ISO

Legal Molar
Hoare

iso
iss

elltil.r1•111

200
210
no
260
270
2110
200
300
120
330
340
360
170
300
no
410
425

Warm.
Loaf And Founo
Help Woeled
Position Weeded
Commlic & Childcare
SueImes Opportunity
Electronics
Corapirews
4PMence Part
Went To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
ham Furnishings
Antiques
Lem I Garden
Okpornwallo

41114),CLASSIFIED AD RATES .
_„4"

Farm Equipment
henry Equipmeu
Sports Equipment
Firewood
likoricer
IMPS, hone Lote For Soot
Mobilo home For Sete
Motels Homes For Rent
Mobile Hoene Lots For Rent
&winless Rental.
AprInvents Co. Rent
Rooms For Rent
hoarse Co. Rent
Stomp Rentals
Commercial Properly
Pets Supplies
Umetock & Suppe**
Public Sale
Land Co. Rent or Lame

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
460
465
460
465
500
510
520
530
540
570

Rear Estelle
Lobo Property
Lots Co. Sale
Lots Co. Rem
Farms Co. Sale
Unwire
Norms Co. Sere
Motorcycles A ATV.
Auto Pols
Sport Utility WHOOP
Used Cars
Vans
Used Truces
Campers
Boils I Rotors
Services Oftwwl
Free Column
TcMcco II Supplies

I

I si I 1

$8.25 Column Inch, 60'1 Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
.4113 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period
$335 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
I

I

1

$88.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
mart Saver (Mon V lassilieds go into Smart Saver
The publisher !fl(I

errnr (r1

111MMthIlli:
•

Ile,: matter

AriHeiMAVQ1
.
•
1:
•

DEADLINES

\I

A

•

I

Frt 11am
Fr. 11 un
lion, 1 pin

Monday
Smart Sou
Tuesday
11biresday
Thursday

Mon 5p.rn
Iled.1 p.m
Thur 11un
The 1p.m.

Ffiki
Saturday

.
•.

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 am.-5 p.m.• Fax 753-1927
060
Help Wanted

Card of Thanks
Thefamily of Derek Glisson
would like to thank all of
our friends and neighbors
for your support during our
time of need. Also, a special
thank you to Bro. Dennis
Norvell and our church
family at Poplar Spring
Baptist Church, Bill Marcum and the
Calloway Co. Sheriff's Dept.. Martha's
Restaurant, Take Me Back Cafe, employees of
Swift Roofing, Southern Sheet Metal and The
Murray Bank We willforrver be gratefulfor
your kind words, thoughtful deeds and most
especially your prayers!

060

TapLogic, LLC, a Murray-based software development
firm, seeks WEB DESIGNER with at least 3 years experience in HTML, DHTML, CSS, and graphic design to fill
senior position. Programming background and experience with ASP.NET 2.0, Visual Studio 2005 and/or Flash
preferred but not required.
Forward resume, references, and links of recent
work samples to JobsOtaplogic.com
No phone calls accepted.
TapLogic, LLC is an Equal Opportunity Employer

Bill, Jeanna & Laura Glisson
& Robert Swyt

&Chidcars

lie
liol.M.

010

MURRAY-CALLOWAY

Lae.
Holies

COUNTY
ADVERTISEMENT FOR 811)

9

Sealed bids will be accepted at Wehr Constructors,
Inc., 2517 Plantaide Drive, Louisville, Kentucky
40299, at 200 p.m. t EST)on Wednesday, October 3,
2007 for the Murray Calloway County Hospital REP, OMP Pricing. A MANDATORY pre-bid conference will be held on Wednesday, September 19, 2007
at 10700 a.m.(CSTL in Conference Room 2 West at
the Murray Calloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar
Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. Interested parties
abould inquire at (5021 491-9250. Any contract
resulting from this bid will be a prevailing wage contract. For additional information refer to plans and
specifications which are available for purchase at
Lynn Imaging, 2300 Plantaide Drive, Louisville,
Kentucky 40299,(502 499-8400

/2
7

020
Hake
7 acres to cut for hay.
You cut it, you keep it.
$100.00.(270)3310166
Murray

LASER
UCflIer
law Hie Rernowl*Mk
Spider Veins. Sun Spots,
Skin Hatuvenaton

761-4999
HAND-PATTED everyday at Sandra D's,
94E. 293-3816.
THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
,naccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of Its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
Last and Found

FOUND GrayS black
striped kitten, blue
rhinestone collar 4892886
.144INIATURE wire hair
Dachshund, multi color
male. north of Hazel
. Answers to Louie
REWARD. 270-492' 5575. 270-293-1422

14101110101
A child needs you'
Become a foster perant, up to 536/day.
VIKUMFS
270-4439004
I3RITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
tor the following positions Fult-urne LPN
We offer competitive
wages and an exceltent benefit package
Must be liconsed in the
Stale of Kentucky
Apply In person at
Brathaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE
HELP WANTED
Peslifull Ow 3 seats
&My 7 daysa week.
Mr after pew
training • beneftts
OseIect us new!
1-0111-1174-.)043S or
-www Reilff7Mobeoom

BFIITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions Certified Nursing
Assistants
We offer
competitive wages and
an excellent benefit
package Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street
Hwy
641S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
BRITTHAVEN of
Benton now has a fulltime temporary dietary
position Must be able
to work days, afternoons and weekends
Apply in person at
Bntthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street
Benton, KY No phone
calls please EOLAAE

HOSPITAL

Taking healthcair new places.
Murray Calloway County Hospital has
an opening for the following position.

FOOD SERVICE
COORDINATOR
Spring Creek Health Care Facility
'This position is responsible for assisting
the Food Service Director and Director of
Nutrition in ensuring that patients, visitors and employees of Spring Creek
Health Care Facility receive high quality,
nutritious meals. The shift is 1:30 p.m. 9:30 p.m.
Requirements: High School Diploma or
equivalent. Good understanding of cooking weights and measures. Two years
experience with supervisory responsibilities desired preferably in a health care
food service organization.
MCCH offers competitive wages with a
competitivefringe benefit package. You
may send your resume to.

When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our v !ossified,
webpage ii
murrayledger corn.
you will be redirected
to nibnetwork tom
detault.
Murray and Iota] rob
listings will appear on
this websne
However, as a national
wetwitc. not all listings
on the jobrietwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Timm Please tall
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
yob listing, Thank sou

NECC't
Pram rd tanil

Help Us Help Kids!!
Be a Foster Parent
(270)898-1293
(8661 30NECCO
FT data extractor
skills
Computer
required Send resume
to Pox Products, Box
KY
Murray,
363.
42071
FULL-TIME rscepeontsi for busy physician's
office Medical knowledge required. Mail
mourns WKS. 300 S.
8th St., Ste. 401E.
lAurrey, KY 42071.
Opening:
JOB
Jannonal/Houselsespin
g.
Murray
area.
Benefits &tellable Fax
resume to 444-0389.
RN or LPN. Parl-lifft.
2-3 dayshreek. P.O.
Box 1040-0, Murray.
KY 42071

Computer
Connection
403 SycaRtill - 752-0438

computer Saisellisrvipe
hisivotiing Santee
LaserPS* Laptp ROE
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556

BUYING old U.S. coin
and paper money collections 293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12M,
Murray.

EOE

ACTIVITY DIRECTOR
DISCLAIMER

WWW.ISAGENDLCOM
For more information,
call Brad 753-4801

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235

•

Full-time Monday through Friday Prefer certified, but will train. Applicant will need good
people skills, organizational abilities, and be
computer literate Apply in person only, Fern
Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium View Dr. EOE
060
Help amid
LOCAL company now
hiring telephone marketing specialists Full
and part-time positions
available Training provided
$7-516 per
hour. Paid weekly Call
759-4958

PERSONS needed to
prepare income tax
Seasonal
returns
employment We will
train Free tax course
Call 753-9204 or 4374531

Graphic
NEEDED
Designers needed on a
contractual basis for
large format printers
Must be available to
contact clients during
daytime working hours
M-F 9AM-SP1,4 Send
resume to
infoOpecoproducts co
m Include samples of
graphic design protects
and references

TRUCK Drivers
needed with Class A
CDL s Responsibilities
will include hauling
asphalt & other construction materials in
tnaxie dump trucks If
you
meet
these
requirements
send
your resume Of apply in
person at 7025 04d
Cairo
Road, West
Paducah, KY 42086
No phone calls
EOE

hair
NEEDING
dressers.
Special
Effects, Benton, KY
Pan brne or lull 7030542. 437-4755
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drfv•-tn. 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone ells.
NURSE Practitioner or
Physician's Assistant.
Part-time.
2-3
dayahvetek P.O. Box
1040-E. Murray. KY
42071

WANTED: Tax professionals for local office
You provide the attitude, we provide education training, and
career development
Please call 618- 7716296
YARD Foreman needed. Previous experience s plus. Send
resume to P.O. Box
360, Murray, KY 42071
or apply in person at
Myers Lumber Co., 500
South
4th
Street.
Murrwy, KY 42071.
1

Calloway County
*ictorial History &
Family Htstory
Books
759-4938

NEW pool table, never
used, 1"-slate, solid
wood, carved legs, felt,
acc. package. retails
$4,500. selling for
must
sell
$1.500,
(573)300-1031

ANT1OUES, Call Larry
753-36X3

applications available online:
www.murrayhospitaLorg
e-mail resume to:
Ilfoley@murray hospitaLorg
WE TRULY SPECIALIZE IN YOU

HO Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
•LCDs. Rear Propaction
also. LG, Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

HOVEROUND MPV 4
electric power wheelchair. Like new. New
batteries. Over $6,000
new. 270-293-4721

Want to Buy

Murray Calloway County Hospital
Attn: Human Resources
803 Poplar Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Fax: (270)762-1905

Articles
For Sale

CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses I have
20 years experience
270-759-9553
WILL clean houses
Flexible hours
314-348-1738

NECI

GOOD used refngerators. electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
55 5\ 1 10 ISt
It NI%(ARS
'Pr
lit pick-up
assailable
•Ilest price,
t•I S

l IO P%It
753-55911

07 Hot tub brand new
in package, 6-7 person
lots of lets, digital,
ozoneator, water fall,
cover, retail $7 300
must
sell
$3,600
(573)300-1031
I2X24 storage building
wrtront porch New
$3,900 firm 492-8222
1985 Honda Big Red 3
wheeler. Electric start.
shaft driven, 1 owner,
$800.
1976 Camaro RS Call
for details. $1,500.
270-227-5960
2 crypts at Murray
Memorial
Gardens
inside
side-by-side
Chapel level 2. Please
caN (479)750-4811
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yellow. 1 SIZIS 8 bkas $150
each. 270-492-8614

Murray Memorial
Gardens
2 Crypts
Inside chapel
$8,500

(270)247-0335
UTILITY traitor, 1275
Playground set, 175
4Q7-A117

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

150

Help Wanted

753-2350

PLAYSTAT1ON 1 & 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Huge Selection. Great
Prices' 753-0530
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE_
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade
FREE 6
months of HD program
ming w/HD upgrade,
Get months 3 FREE of
HBO
&
Cinemax.
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. + $5.00
for local networks. Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info.
759-0901 or toll free:
877-455-0901
TODDLER Firetruck
bed, like new $75.00.
Bed with mattress
$95 00 978-2504

r

Appriances

REFRIGERATORS to
sale black Fngidaire
white
side-by-side
Whirlpool. $250 each
293-7450
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS
On the Square Murray

(270) 753-1713
160
Home Furnishings
KITCHEN table with
leaf and 6 chairs, computer table with sheff,
doll cabinet, queen bed
frame with head and
footboard, Kenmore
18" portable dishwasher. 1 year old. 7671878
LIKE new crib, dresser/changer with hutch
& changing pad $750
436-6202

SewEasiemsr•
FEATHERLITE
alu
minum flat bed for a 1
ton truck, $1,000
20' gooseneck with
ramps 12.000 20'
bumper pull trailer with
dove tail, $1,250 16'
bumper pull flat bed
trailer, $650 437-4295,
227-6611
Riveted
SEASONED oak firewood 130 a rick, $50
delivered.
270-227-8302

2001 Fleetwood 16x80
3BR 2BA, extra nice
270-489-2525
GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERS! Zero down! Your
land or family land
731-584-4926
Ends
August 15
NEW 38R singlemde
on 1 acre lot, move-in
ready, no
rentals
$51,500
(270)978-0921
113
1 oll
ellelatemParnall
NAE 28R trailer f4e.
pets 753-9866
ligasnb For NW
1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1BR duplex, C/H/A, all
appliances furnished
including w/d no pets
$350 month 402-8 N
8th 436-2731
1BR duplex. 505 Vine
$250. 492-8225, 270519-2702
1BR, all appliances furnished,
University
Heights Subdivision.
pets. Deposit,
No
$325/Month. 753-4937
or 753-1951
1BR, various locations,
$200-$300 Coleman
RE 753-9898
2BR 1 bath duplex on
quiet street, washer &
dryer furnished, totally
remodeled, no pets
$600/month.(270)2936430
2BR brick, w/cl hookup,
carport, patio. No pets.
$355 a month. 753E931 or 293-6070
2BR Duplex 1302
Valleywood $425/mo.
759-9920 293-1446
2BR duplex, nice,
CM/A, appliances fur'noshed. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
48R 29A, all appliances, central H/A.
Coleman RE 753-9898
SOUTHW000 condominiums All appliances included. 7679948.
FEMALE college students need roommate
In
Murray
Place
Everything included
Contact Gwen 270826-0685, 270-4540585 or Murray Place
LARGE
smoke-free
2BR IBA. All new cabinets and appliances.
W.D./D.W. Very clean
and stylish. $450. 416
N. 51fi. No pets 4892741
UVE Oeic Apts,
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
7534221
NICE 2BR duplex.
Carport. No pets. 2273054 or 753-7457

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m..
6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

1BR in county. Lease &
deposit. No pets.
753-0728, 994-3308
1-8R. 8 miles north.
$350 + deposit, no
pets. 753-8582 or
227-1935
2 bedroom, w/d, wood
and tile floors, central
heat/air, smoke & pet
free, very nice. $575
month. Must see'
226-8006

BOGGESS
SELF-STORAGE
"A Better Place ii StoreHvP 121N. across from
National Guard Armory

270-759-5555
NEW UNITS

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.
270-436-5496
270-293-6906

2 bedroom, vi/d, wood
and tile floors, central
heat/air, smoke & pet
free, very nice. $575 MURRAY Store and
month. 226-8006
Lock presently has
2, 3 & 4BR houses. units available. 753Lease
&
deposit 2905 or 753-7536.
required. 753-4109
PREMIER
newly
2BR
IBA,
MINISTORAGE
remodeled, no pets. *Inside climate control
415 S. 10th. $425
storage
month. 270-293-4602
*Security alarmed
or 270-435-4602
*Safe & clean
2BR, stove, refrigera•We sell boxes'
tor, mini blinds, carport,
*We rent U-Hauls
clean. $450 month,
753-9600
$300 deposit, 407
South 10th. 759-1987
Commies! Prop For Rent
3 bedroom 1 bath
house $700 month. No
3 bay shop for rent
pets. 293-0139 1304
$450 month. Call 753
Kirkwood.
2905.
3BR 1.5BA, immacuOFFICE or retail space
late condition, extendavailable. Prime locaed lease required, no
tion. 753-2905,
pets. References and
293-1480
deposit required. 1116
Fairlane Dr. $850 per
Pets & Supplies
month. 270-293-4602
or 270-435-4602
3BR 2BA. 3 miles AKC Registered Lab
South
of
Murray puppies. 2 chocolate 1
$575/Mo. references yellow. 437-4327
Available October trst ANGELFISH, $3 each
753-1221 after 5:00. 270-227-9639
978-6851
DOG
BOARDING.
38R foreclosure. Buy 489-2741.
for only $19,990. For DOG Obedience.
listings 800-560-1951 436-2858.
ext. S021
SHIH-TZU
38R only $262 per
month. 5% down 20
years at 8% APR. For
listings 800-560-1951
ext. S891
3BR, 1-1/2BA, S.W. of
town, large yard.
garage door opener,
appliances, $750Imo.
+ deposit, references,
NO PETS. 753-7920

COUNTRY
cottage.
furnished, 3814 28A, 2
acres, 2 miles from
town, 2 story $800
226-8085

gli
Storage Rentals

Pomeranian. 3 months
old, black male. $150.
OBO. 931-436-7477
Livestotit I Supplies
WHEAT straw $3 pe
270-841-1806
bale
mobile number

654 Utterback Rd 4814
28A 2 car garage,
large rooms. No pets.
759-1436

have a client interested in purchasing a farm
on east side of county.
Minimum of 100 acres
with house and outbuildings. Call David H.
Miller Realty: 753-4573

%Fly I.ocation,
'fly Condition
on 61M.Cresith reply-

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

vrt solloemeom
270-761-IRI 1

BO IT STORAGE
‘‘ 111 181,E

Need to sell
your house?
('all us rye' will

NOW LEASING
1,2 8 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Ants
902 Northwood Do
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6058
RED OAKS APTS
SPecisi
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today,
753-8668.

be

glad to help.
Thins. I edger & Timm

.2"11--59-4874

270-755-1916

NEON BEACH I
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units

Hems For Sale
OWNER
FINANCE
'96 38R 28A $5,000
down $645 month 1
acre 72 Sundance
753-1011

VISA

wroli nil
10011

Available
Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

CLASSIFIEDS

411•llessiley, Sepftembor 11,3197
r,
e1 a i i,,• rawfosie Thifeam'alf4/1111

WISOLUTE AUCTIOPO

MOVING SALE
Terry's Decorating
1306-G South 12th St.

NO ININIMVINSii NO RESERKITIONSio
$OL Sepit11M191,OA MOO A.M.
A Sows Delve West Of alairree, kV
Meer Lynam grow And Parissasuateiss
From layeray Tow Hwy 94 West To 3.5 Mese
Num Lynn Grove To leech Grove Rd, Turn Left
And Proceed 15 Mae From FwmInon,Take
Hwy 121 SE To Beech Grove Rd. 11114"
Turn Avert Proceed To Hwy 94, Cross Hwy 94,
Proceed South 1/2 MN....
Posted!,

Paint & paint supplies. 20-50% off,
Wallpaper: $2, Borders: $1,
Stocked hardwood: $1/sq.t1
Tile 50e/sq.ft.,
Carpet & vinyl pieces: $3-$6
All sales final 753-3321

AI2 AIC FtES
In 5 Tracts And In Combinations
A Mice Little Parent
fleeces Brews & Illaniett Needs
IFS;NTS%
T
- WINIU • MAN LAN - MIMS
Tract 1 - 4.11 Aerie • Tract 2 - 4.• Ago
Tract 3 - 1.1 hares • Tract 4- 111 Aires
T aul 1-1.2 Aare
All With Pared Road Preere
c
ta
au)
, Any Interldue-tAwn
05 ree Snare Progrettyl
[ 19% Ileum Web a illetimm•sseeRSt
Ili
I
93,01/LOS Per Trask DaNwee ft SI ewe
Than w INF ww.lainsowamsalle.l000re
Fur Mew $ur vey And Triad Outage,
rho Angst/on WM Ow On Sir.

JAMES R. CASH
"%.: A.:•:
liEi; i ;i:. E:TE E..F.: TJRc FANCY
FARII KY. 270-623-8466 ';,.
,
'The Salim

15451 & liar. baa
11•555as 4,5545555
•• al •Walt 6.hertiwal heir,
•
*full nub,
• v. hi k. *as.rairr ammon
intotatre arovivra
far, .,t45
• trl karat.op tams..ta
natunal Ingin a mil,
tiukt am qua/ (girt,
Ismaahona or ant Mlle,.
Unt• ftet44 Jr.TImorwto
ornial sal.rtiewv
r.41 eta,bawd on tti.V.r.
&to pt.44,1...1
Lt.
410 al er
Lair
A• 1%4
'
,

,a4alson Ow
itetrin Inkwent.1
,fiwths aistrlutd
4144
4

n43.611 Vpultia

NI...

• %ON./ Mowstara

•

5+ 1..•

kistrtetel rrstgity
'Mkt

%A4 ...amt.
4..,
; le

iiew t

n wry

•

rgli

tiawl Trucks

'04 34 ton Chevrolet
4x4 Excellent condibon. be:Miner aluminum wheels. 60 Iflef
iv/chip Phone
270-978-0565
day,
270-436-5605 night
2002 Toyota Tacoma
extended cab 80K
miles. $7,500 7532297 or 293-9528
1979 Ranchero GT Ail
original. 73.000 actual
mites 302 engine
auto air power brakes
Ail papers from new
$8,500 (731)247-3752

38R 1 bath house in
Haze temOdele0
Started but needs to
•
LAM
be finished Finish this
LAWN SIERVI(
hOUGAI and have a total
Mowing, Mani,urtng,
cost of under 50k Cal
I Ando aping
tor details
teal Va4uuminK
(270)293-6430
Sainfa( hots guirAntere
38R 26A. tarp; lot,
753-11116 227-0611
24x24
workshop
ItletShall Co. SALSi
YOUR AD
Call Mark
40600
COULD BE
Fro:Inca RE/Mer
HERE FOR
978-1880
ONLY $75.00
4 bedroom bnck, 2bath. C/H/A. on 2 lots
A MONTH
$165 000 0ther liii(At I 71) 191a
ings at
elltheilebnge Wen
'Hill Electric
(270i753-4109
Since I inch
BY owner 48R. 213A.
24 $tew sairoca
2,300 sq ft garage,
Kr.
vinyl Sidetg. naae lot
Licensed & Insured
• 12x60 mobilo home
• All raw big or sriutil
rented Five mass
North of MSU off tray
80 $77,500 (270)8967201 (270)556-6866
sow paisou
FORECLOSURE' 38A
Plessute Skeen,&
only 419.990 For W%calms
Det. k•
ings 800-560-1961 ext
Virc I climates
5020
La.rnscsi k Insured
construction
NEW
2934034• 436-23
F SBO
116
436-2667 Lamb's
Thoroughbred Drive
Murray Estates 48R Professional Tree
Slims* Compieis tree
2 SBA. breakfast
remove Mc IfteurOd
room Floor
romfay
436-5141 A-AFFORDhardwood tie semis
ABLE Hauling Clear
Nice priced to soli
753 3966 293-9747. out garages. gutters
sink & rowsvork
752-0824
house 1.650 Al Joe's Mower
NEW —
sq ft 313/1 28A nth 40 upair pock-up deer
acres
of
wind
ery 438-2967
$195.000 Call 731A-1 Stump Removal
642• 7065
Fully insured
437-3044

Murray Ledger S. 1 inics

530

Calhoon Construction, L1A;

cones Numenas
D-6 H 128 Naos
dowry NAM rows
undertrueing ponds
waterways
19 ynl expetionce
Greg /NOT,
'274-21434V1'

COQ HANDYMAN
We do ali the odd pans
you don? have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs.
decks
293-5438

If %II'S WASTE
11 \ l(.J "-II \ I

NEED HELP?

-"i'l-4;14 • .7.?"-5641

.
Handy1100
0116
All
job too small.
No .
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

. ..111151 s
ing I %pens
i 'mat I ring I /Islam es
.1r)41 I
•'
tee estimates

END-OF-SUMMER
Sant
LAKE ACCESS
1. AC - $34900
(was 149.900)
re FREE lost SIM&
SAVE $15 000' Groat
en0 QCseason deal on
nicely wooded lake
access scrooge in ere
matt development on
spectacular Kentucky
Lakes Paved at ug
uniii Other paroles
avail at sanest say
'nos Cal now 1 800
'1)43154 *1506
how
5 acre clearest land 17
ma* from Murray
,40015 Cal Mark
MIS
Fredrick RE Tau
976180

1984 Honda Nighthamit
650 New we. AI seats
I9K miss Noce be.
$1 000 978-1313 after
3F5,1

Mahal*
•*OWNE R
FiNANCING"'•
405 S 5th St 3EIR
'BA $2000 doom
$ r95 month 753-2222

PRICE REDUCED!
1607 Kirksisood
Excellent ior...e
remodeled vet
elegant updates
maritained
For deists

270-753-8029
1609 Catalina
29A lama kitchen 2.
cat 941•00 APPfiances
included VLSI 41000
Cal Mars Fredrit-1
REAllax 978-1950
22
—riones
TN 39R 1 58A 1,400
sq ft recently compute/if
remodeled
931931 627 0761
627 1026
—hi-Me
'min -I Mtn brim
knesecuiatio movuon
;onsilion $119.900
Maranon*
270-2934402 or
270-435,4602

ic

eart
ilelly WNW

200? Jeep Cherokee
4.4
Sport
keel
WIN451011
automatic
trenSTISStOn
AC
P055,5 esdOwS WOW
SiCks anted windows
1 30.000 miss 16.750
270-756 1566
1998 Jeep Orono
Cherokee
Loaded
eerier and PW ann
iows
and
seats
$5.000 000 931-436-7477

P
A
MURRAY
Continuous Weirs.
Swags Door Service
Rap*
Otiller Greg Senellekl
(270)2934480

r

MILLS & Son
Pressure Washing
vinyl wood brick, siding concrete decks
more
270-227-6160

SEMI RETIRED car
penier Start immediately 753-9440 B L
Woods

c..
04 Forenza 29K
753 7570

ItiSk

270-753-2274

Bleat
2001
Mustang. 42.000 mass
Cal(270)5585272
1992 Dodge Spirit
105 000 miles runs
good 1900 437-4499

BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY MILL.
Spas einem grave
whole rock
436-2113
Dozer wart I Tree*
nee
okoil-071Service Al external
cleaning Vinyl. tenors
sec 12701527-7176

116 S 10 oat cal)
731 336-2646

YARD SALE
PRICES et DEADLINES
DEADLINES:
PUblish Dale
MOrldllY
Sh0111001
Tuesday
Wettneetley
Thunder,'
Friday
ONeedisy

Deadline
F nctay 10A1A
F nday 10AM
Monday 12P114
Monday aPIA
Wednesday 12PU
Thuredey• 10A111
Thurlday 12P61

PRICES:
•of 31-T0
01

*eV days

$I 1

$18

$16

2

$211

$20

3

$35

Nrisibialea

sena in ed

MAKE IT BOLD:
4 11 5,
se

almard am nip d• *Welt AMIN orb ob.'4•idneavill
usaia.UIwe
&& aim rro. aal, ma Mawr.
sae

MAI.%!Si
WORK

PURCHASE Area
Hypnosis
Learn Relaxation
Relieve PTSD and
Anxiety
(270)436-5927

USED TIRES
14 15 16 inch
Starting at 520
mounted

Call 753-5606
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

WILDLIFE
Food Plot
Consultants
*Deer and Turkey
-Custom planting
-Soil testing
*Liming and Fertilizing
'Spraying
'Bedding area Design
and Construction
'Wildlife Trees and
Shrubs Available
(270)293-5519/days
496-8950/evenings

FREE Firewood
must be picked up
in Murray (270)339
4092
FREE puppies Hail
Lab, half Dalmatian
270-293-8301
FREE to a good home:.
Friendly 1-1/2 year old
Chocolate Lab/Beagle
mix Cal 752-0299 •
black
2
(270)705-3555

Labs

THE Murray Ledger & Times considers its sources reliable, but inaccuracies do occur Readers using this information do so at their own
risk Although persons and companies mentioned herein are'
believed to be reputable. The Murray Ledger 8. Times, nor any of Its
employees accept any responsibility whatsoever for their activities

An all-weather strategy to
real estate investing

lkspite some positive stirnngs in real estate in various
parts of the country. it's wise to
take cautious steps when
strolling back into the investment property market that was
N4I OVcrticated just a couple of
years ago
A good first step is consulting with a tax or financial
adsiscr who can help you
assess your own financial '01U:f1ee1 before you begin. Getting
your own financial house in
order first is cntical.
Some thoughts
- Remember that real estate
investment is pan of an overall
Imam sal plan Insesting in real
estate require-. specific_ tax.,_
spending. budgeting and people
management ads ice Based on
your other assets and your overall financial plan, investment
priipert might he a worthy
goal. but only if it fits your
ins estment strategy and if
you're willing to put the tone
arid effort into creating a suc
cesstul business
-- Don't spend until you
study . It you don't hase an intimate knowledge of neighborAAA HANDYMAN
hoods, rental rates. commercial
As types of carpootry
traffic or any of a dolen more
addle:me decks
Hauling dean or' ton* factors that make real estate
Garage yards
ins estments a particular success
begs
in one community and not in
Prompt deoendabla
others, don't esCfl start The
Free estimates
most successful people in real
35 vs espenence
estate insestment fuse taken
Anywise 75341210
the time to learn about the
APPUANCE REPAIR
properties they're buying. sensiSERVICE I PARTS ble %AS% to borrow and et,.
(270) 293-8726 OR
norm,..11 n.iy• to manage the
759-S534
bulldog:'s they hate Make sure
Chuck Van Buren
you 4..enible a good ads'wiry
team around you starting with
\slit'‘I I
%MOO lirtw. your financial planner. your taA
ad+ iser and an attorney knowlPa‘ing
edgeable about real estate trans:Khoo. They'll teach you and
759-0501
keep you front making se-nous
‘.1
nustakes

I IRA% IS
%SIP!!‘I

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

SININIONS'S

1-kti t still Ill
270-5194.570

--A
slower market doesn't
mean a bargain market.
Even though
the gains of
the past 15
year. aren't
what they

753-9562

Ude Property

Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

• ,.1.

Soup Aptesen • Old .11,,,t
Sim Illoultes r
.o WWI leitesta '
NADEAU S
Construction
•Floonng *Decks
'Vinyl siding •Ail
Home improvements
(270)971-2111
Licensed/insures:I
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming
removal.
stump grinding firewood Insured
489 2839

General Contracting

JOE $ JOBS

kronen

Financial

11%ed
be'
keep in mind
many sellers
By Mar* Vinson
Alen t ternVice President
his desperHentage
ate to sell
Solutions,'
and they're
Money
not dropping
Concepts
their pnces
all that rink h Make sure you
take the time to study a partiesular market not only for gains in
price, but for stability in rent
and oserall quality of the propanti neighborhood you're
examining You might hear
about a downtrodden neighborhood ready to -turn." but that
rotation might take years - start
slow and pick properties with
the best chance of appreciation.
— Home ownership is not
real estate ins estment. If you're
thinking about leapfrogging
front one residence to a new
one in hopes of huge gains
when the market returns, give
yourself a reality check. An
ins estment is something you
can sell when the moment is
nght without any hesitation. Is
that something you can really
do with a home you've grown
comfortable in'' When the market goes up or &val, we don't
necessarily think of dumping
our pnric trial residence There
are emotional ties AS Well AS
physical ties to a home
whereas real estate bought dS an
ins estment must produce
income during ownership or a
profit at the time of sale without exception

Times

Real estate is not an automatic ticket out of financial
trouble. Some people have
gambled their way out of debt
by buying distressed properties
and reselling them at a profit.
They're the lucky ones -- and
after hearing so much about the
"flipping" phenomenon. many
of those success stones might
he apocryphal. Be aware of
your nsk tolerance at all times.
— Enter the foreclosure
market carefully. With all the
reports of subpnme borrowers
losing their homes in recent
months, don't think those foreclosure numbers will automatically provide you with a can'tmiss opportunity in real estate.
Taking adViuttage of the foreclosure market is both a learning exercise and an emotional
one. It takes time to learn all
the correct avenues in a community toward insesting successfully in failed properties.
and actual contact with families

losing tlicir flumes c an be
wrenching even if you do know.
what you're doing. Foreclosure
and pre-foreclosure investing is.
not for the faint-hearted.
— Cash is king. Dunng the-:
white-hot real estate market, e
people were buying and selling property for little or no money
down because lenders were
willing to take that risk. Today:',
in a higher rate environment,
that's definitely changed. While
many successful real estate
.
investors choreograph borrowing seamlessly into their strategy. cash is an important deci- • .
sion for down payments and ••
covering ongoing expenses.
This is where your advisory
team -toms-in.
•
Keep your credit report
clean: Only borrowers with thett
highest credit scores will find the best lending deals if they
need to borrow. Make sure your
credit report is clean before you
enter the market.

The county fair.
Our local government.
Community events.
No one covers the
news that matters to you like
your community newspaper.

your community.

your nowspapor.
LEDGER X TIMEs
‘Vt..re your newspaper.

kV 11101110line Bigar

HAM
BIRTHDAY
for a question mark in your mind
Fun and games
et* You might be causing:
Tonight Sort through the nos&
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Wednesday. Sept. 12, 2007:
yourself a problem where you:
•
•* Val might get a wake-up needn't Open up to new possiYou put your best foot forward bristles
call about spending and excess battles and don't close down A this year Be careful. as Oil some TAURUS (April 204dey 20)
'CSCl you might sabotage your- a*** Get into a prooki. but be You ve probably been a bit more power play is not what you wart.
adaptable and easy Your ability fun-loving than in the past Let to be involved in pull out The
self Cio within if results are not
to get past an immediate hassle go and relax in the company of only way to win is not to play
what you expected You might
or to clear out a problem ear- others You might need to Tonight In the limelight
need to connect mind with heart marks your decisions and rethink a domestic
issue
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) a little mote often
You might actions You are on top of the Tonight Your treat
**** Sometimes you find..
experience less fallout as a world Know it and understand a
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
yourself in a pickle or involved irp:!
result, as the two will he con- Tonight Lie back and relax
**** You are directed and a problem You want to take a.
know absolutely what you want broader view It lust might be.
nected If you are single, you GE911141(May 21-June 20)
er•** You might want to and where you are going You apropos that you do something
has a lot to Met others You
might not realize how appealing understand something that is might need to apprOaCh certain very differently or make an
you really are A relationship of close to ungraspable 1-tow you people differently if you want adiustment that could involve a
deal with this situation could them on your learn Use that friend Tonight. Go where your
consequence is heading your
change radically ii you slow special Libra charm Tonight All mind can relax
way If you are attached, you'll down and think Understand that
smiles
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
discover how important it is to someone is coming from another SCORPIO(Oct
23-Nov. 21)
••••• Deal with a partner,
agree to ditagrre and not get perspective Tonight Midweek •
•• Sometimes stepping back directly. especially as you might
into pen) issues Remember break
brings the results you desire not have the same interests
how happy you are to he with CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Right now this behavior could be Make that OK with you, and it
”1411r loved One LIBRA some •**a* investigate a potential difficult for you. but you can do it need be head in a new carec-.
how gets involved with your investment A change in how you Simply nisi' and draw in more bon Once more a quiet talk
approach your personal life COn- information Don't spend any could demonstrate the bond that:*
money
awning outakS0 reeponsibdibes money I possible -- lust for now exists between you Tonight'should not be surprising at al
Tonight Get °etre sleep
Togetherness is the theme
The Stars Show the kind si
Think positively and move past a SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
Have: c 1)•• name: probiern Listen to someone's
Doi
21)
BORN TOOAY
4 Positise
Act-rage, 2-50-so: feedback Tonight Horne is •
•
• Your attitude could cause Singer Barry White 1944)
I Intli+ult
where you will be happiest
a problem with friends or a boss actress Rachel Ward (1957(,.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Know that sometimes you are columnist Cindy Fievsky (1972) :
•*** You might want to clear very testy and trying with others
AMES
El-Apre 111)
**** Though you might need Pie air belore you launch into You might want to pull back and Jacqueline Bigar
Is on the
to mike an 011uelment or I. Wit pushing an idea and keep- do some thinking before you Internet at httpihnewjecqueyou could be Wien aback by ing conversations rolling A risk make a statement or take a linebegar corn
hOrsi someone approaches tsar might not pay off no mate( how stand Tonight Where people (c) 2007 by King Features
her Ille. TON your One
you cut it Loosen up with others are
Syndicate Inc
sea, especially as Stars could be arid they'll relax as well Tonight
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
V

parch
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LookingBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of members of the coy and county fire
departments training with the
CiurnsIRIS thermal helmets recently donated to the departments by
a fund-raising drive by the Murray Woman's Club.
Mrs Delima Parker will be honored at a reception in celebration
of her 100th birthday on Sept 13
at Elm Grove Baptist Church fellowship hall.
Rev. and Mrs. Bob Dotson will
be married for 50 years Sept. 14.
20 years

ago

Published is a picture of Loretta Jobs and Marilyn Genitalia gathering information to be sent to
people inquiring about Murray and
surrounding area from all over the
United States as a result of Murray and the Kentucky Lake region
being chosen as the No. 1 retirement place in America in a new
book, Randy McNally's Remelt-WM Places Noted. The photo was
by Staff Photographer Scott Wilson.
Births reported include a girl
to Beverly and Larry Ray and a
girl to Brenda and Shea Sykes.
Sept. 5; a boy to Sandra and Kenneth Craig and a boy to Teresa
and Stephen Page, Sept. 6.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis N. Paschall
wee married 50 years Sept. 4.

40 years ago

With the opening of the fall
semester, Murray State University officials are preparing for an
unexpected 10 percent increase in
enrollment.,
Airman Joe D. Geurtm Jr., SOD
of Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Geunn, Rt.
6, Murray, has been selected for
technical training as United States
Air Force communications, electronics specialist at Lacidand Air
Force Base, San Antonio, Texas.
Elected as new officers of the
Murray Kiwanis Club were Harold
Eversmeyer, president, John Mikulcik, vice president, and John Long
treasurer.

DEAR ABBY: I am writing in response to "Robin in
Newark, Calif.' (July 12), who
stated that he was annoyed
because people thought his son
was his grandson. I have had
a similar problem all my life.
I am a 12-year-old girl. My
father is 67.
Kids ask me
if he is my
grandpa.
When
I
was
really
young.
I'd

50 years ago

Gary Hargis, member of Murray High School 4-H Club. tied
for third place in the Kentucky
Tractor Driving Contest held Sept.
10 at the Kentucky State Tractor
Driving Contest at the Kentucky
State Park at Louisville.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Bethel Richardson, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. William
Wood, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James Scott, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Elton Tell and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. J.D. Schroeder.
Bro. Robert Usrey is the new
minister of Green Plain Church
of Christ.

30 years ago

Miss Barbara Jo Walker of
Memphis. Tenn., has been named
as "Miss America" at the pageant
held at Atlantic City, N.J. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R.H.
Walker of Memphis, formerly of
Murray.
Serving as officers of the Lynn
Grove High School Unit of the
Parent-Teacher Association _are
Mrs. Paul Canter, president, Mrs.
Claude Dc Board, vice president,
and Mrs. Mary Ridings, secretarytreasurer.

TodayInffistory
By The Associated Press

Today is Tuesday. Sept. I I,
the 254th day of 2007. There are
I 1 1 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 11, 2001, in the single worst act of terrorism committed on U.S. soil, nearly 3,000
people died when two hijacked
jetliners crashed into New York's
World Trade Center. causing the
twin towers to fall, a commandeered jetliner smashed into the
Pentagon and a fourth hijacked
13
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plane crashed in western Pennsylvania. The day is marked as
Patriot Day.
On this date:
In 1789. Alexander Hamilton
was appointed the first U.S. Secretary' of the Treasury.
In 1814. an American fleet
scored a decisive victory over the
British in the Battle of Lake Champlain in the War of 1812.
In 1857, 150 years ago, the
Mountain Meadows Massacre took
place in present-day southern Utah

as a 120-member Arkansas inumgrant party was slaughtered by
Mormon settlers.
In 1941, Charles A. Lindbergh
sparked charges of anti-Semitism
with a speech in Des Moines,
Iowa, in which he said "the British,
the Jewish and the Roosevelt
administration" were trying to draw
the United States into World War
In 1967. "The Carol Burnett
Show" premiered on CBS.
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has a chance to be a daddy at
his age. I know my husband
is. -- BRENDA IN OZONA,
TEXAS
DEAR ABBY: My husband,
a college professor, took our
I8-month-old son. Charles, to
school with him one day. One
of the students commented
about his "grandson." When he
came home, his ego was thoroughly deflated.
I had a T-shirt made for
our little boy that said, "He's
My Dad" on the front and
"Not My Granddad" on the
back. Charles wore the shirt
frequently.
That was more than 20 years
ago. Charles has grown into a
wonderful young man .„ but
I'm not sure my husband ever
completely recovered from that
student's comment. -- I'M THE
MOM
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail
Van
Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
Write
Dear
Abby
at
ww.DearAbby.com or P.O.
Box 69440, Los Angeles. CA
90069.
•
•
•
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I SAE HOPE HE ISN'T BUILOWG LP
taV HOPES JUST TO WEAK
AO/ HEA12f
iatf#Q

Where is the tail
of the breast?
DEAR DR. GOTT: A readers wrote to you saying she
found a lump in the tail of her
breast. I am 70 and do not
know where the tail of my breast
is. I've asked several of my
women friends, ranging in ages
from 25 to
75, and none
of
them
knows where
it is, either.
1 ant assuming there are
many other
women that
read
your
articles who
would
also
Dr. Gott
like to know
where the tail
By

My father was a judge in
upstate New York when he
married my mother. Two years
later, when he was 50 and she
was 38, 1 came along. 1 can
still remember how Dad would
respond when someone would
ask if 1 was his granddaughter. He would chuckle proudly and say,
No, she's 'my
daughter," and beam. The person who asked would be
momentarily surprised, and then
smile. Everyone felt good about
it.

he

DEAR ABBY: I just read
the letter from "Robin," who
would become upset when people asked if his baby was his
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grandson.

say,'No! He
is
my
Robin, you've got bragging
father!" rights. Revel in them! -Dear Abby
Now that I
STEPHANIE IN ALABAMA
am a little
DEAR ABBY: My husband,
bit
By Abigail
more' Joe, is '75, and vie have, a 2
mature,
Van Buren
1
I/2-year-old son. Joe goes
say, No. He
through the same thing -- peois my brother's father." It's
ple assume that he is 'Grandcheesy, but they get the hint.
pa." Unlike Robin, we love
-- MARC! IN NEW JERSEY
people's reaction when we tell
DEAR MARCI: I like your
them he is "Daddy."
answer. You're a wise young
People think my husband is
lady with a clever sense of in his late 50s and
are surhumor. The letters I received
prised he has a son who is so
from readers of all ages prove
young. Imagine the look on their
it's all 'relative," regardless of faces when we tell
them his
how you say it:
real age. He has gotten handDEAR ABBY: My dad had
shakes, high fives, thumbs-up
an even better comeback when
and pats on the back. People
he was asked whether my
remember us because of our son.
younger sister was his grandWe enjoy the reactions, conchild. He would say,'No, she's
versations and, sometimes, the
my sister." It was just a funny
friendships we have made
comeback that wasn't offensive
because of our situation.
to anyone. -- LOVES HER
Please tell Robin to take it
DAD
in stride and be proud that

60 years ago

Published is a picture of Bill
Kopperud, chairman of the 1977
Calloway County Boy Scout Fund
Campaign, being presented a plaque
in recognition and appreciation of
his leadership in a successful drive
from Dr. David Roos at a meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
Calloway County High School
Jayvees on* -8-6 over Heath in
an overtime in a football game
at Calloway.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Don Jones, Sept.

COMICS / FEATURES
Snappy answers take off edge
from questions about parentage

To receive a collection of
Abby's most memorable -and most frequently requested -- poems and essays, send
a
business-sized,
selfaddressed
envelope,
plus

check or money order for $6
(U.S. funds) to: Dear Abby -Keepers Booklet, P.O. Box
447, Mount Morris, IL 610540447. (Postage is included.)

Dr. Peter Gott. • of the breasl

year without problems. I urge
every adult over 60 to get the

vaccine.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Recently, I read your column about
the man who stated that he has
sleep apnea. I can understand
this gentleman's frustration with
the CPAP mask. I recently started using one. It is a bit noisy
and cumbersome.
!cannot understand your reply
to his letter. Taping one's mouth
shut might be an option for a
person who snores. I don't think
that it can be considered an
option, intriguing or otherwise,
for a person with sleep apnea.
Sleep apnea is a sleep disorder characterized by pauses in
breathing during sleep. These
cp,isoiles, called apneas (literally "without breath"), last long

DEAR READER: Normal enough so one or more breaths
breast tissue extends almost into are missed, and occur repeatedthe armpit, where it is flat, thin ly throughout sleep. I underand resembles a tail. Being breast stand that sleep apnea can be
tissue, it can be a source of mild or severe. I still don't think
inflammation and/or tumor for- that taping one's mouth closed
mation. It should be palpated (and
would be an option for someX-rayed) along with the major one even if he/she has very
breast tissue at appropriate inter- mild sleep apnea.
vals.
Taping one's mouth does not
To give you related informa- treat some of the sleeping probtion. I am sending you a copy lems associated with sleep apnea.
of my Health Report "Breast CanDEAR READER: 1 apolocer and Disorders." Other read- gize for suggesting mouth-tap
ers who would like a copy ing for patients with sleep apnea.
should send a long, self- This practice could significantaddressed, stamped envelope and ly worsen the risks of sleep apnea,
$7. to Newsletter, PO Box 167, as many readers brought to my
Wickliffe, OH M092. Be .sure attention..
to mention the title.
I should add that the gentleDEAR DR. GOTT: Our son, man who wrote did not state
who is a doctor, suggested that he had sleep apnea, only snorwe get Zostavax, the shot for
ing. Because he was prescribed
shingles. We are both in our a CPAP, I assumed his snoring
early 80s. Do you recommend
was due to sleep apnea and
it?
therefore gave the Band-Aid therDEAR READER: Without a
apy a chance.
doubt. The vaccine will prevent
To give you related informashingles in most people. Shin- tion, I am sending you a copy
gles is a miserable and painful of
my
Health
Report
viral infection of the nerves in "Sleep/Wake Disorders."
the skin. I took the shot this

ContractBridge
South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.

East followed low. West took his
king, cashed the diamond jack and
NORTH
returned a spade.
•A K 3
After winning the spade, South
1096
dress trumps, ending in his hand. Ile
•8 4
then led the club queen and let it ride,
•A .1 9 7 3
but East won with the king and
WEST
EAST
cashed his queen of spades for down
41 1 8 4
•QI075
one.
•K 5 3
1178 2
---Granting that declarer was
•Q 10 2
•K 96 5 3
unlucky to find both the king of
*8 6 4
•K 2
hearts and king of clubs offside, the
SOUTH
fact remains that he was guilty of
4962
tinessitis. Neither finesse was needed
Ill'AQJ 74
to make the contract, but one of them
• 7
was clearly responsible for doing
4)Q 10 5
him in.
The bidding:
After winning the diamond lead,
South
West
North
East
South should play the ace and a low
) 1,
1
Pass
2•
Pass
heart, willingly conceding a trick to
;
Pass
3•
Pass
the king. West can win, cash a dia4•
mond and shift to a spade, but
Opening lead -- queen of diamonds. declarer is now in the driver's seat.
He takes the spade. draws trumps
The finesse is undoubtedly one of and tries the club finesse. Although
the most formidable weapons in the finesse loses, South wins any
declarer's bag of tricks, and many return and discards his spade loser on
thousands of contracts are made one of dummy's clubs.
every day thanks to a successful
By leading a spade to dummy at
finesse. However, it is also true that trick two in order to try the nonessenmany other hands go down because tial heart finesse, South gave the
declarer took a finesse that should defenders an opening they could
not have been takcn.
exploit, and they took full advantage
Consider this case where South
of it. West was able to establish a
failed to make four beans. He won spade trick for his side before
the diamond lead with the ace,
declarer could develop his clubs, and
crossed to dummy with a spade, led a sirtually certain contract went
the ten of hearts and finessed after down the drain.
"tomorrow: Minus one equals plus two.

Crosswords

GET INTO

%

ACROSS
FOR BETTER Or VVCOIR Sialn)

1 Book part
5 Southwest art
colony
9 P A system
component
12 Cyckotron target
13 Irnpolfte
14 Skiing champ

• wet.*6ame9

Oat AL OF
• or-rEHTION - MOT I HAD sco4e114114& SHE Dicikl'T wive

Tommy 8

15 Flood barrier
17 Boning
19 Win over
21 Cartridge fillers
22 Wade across
24 Sundial numeral
25 Chapel vow
(2 wds
26 Pay for
27 Make longer
29 Informal parent
31 Guitarist
- Paul

CIAFIFIEL-1,00

32 Hey,
AND YOU JUST MP TO e.i.re
itu•s 130013 FOR HIS DIRT/WAY
CLOMP
CLOMP
CLOMP
CLOMP

33 Columbia s St

34 •- Tau35 Midwest at
36 Nadir opposite

0
0
0

U° 0°. 00

•

FPEANUTS•00

WT THERE WAS NOT A
SOONO;NO ONE ANSWERED,
AMP NOT ANYONE LISTENED"

MTTYSUBTLE,MA'AM.

38 Wrath
39 1960s style
40 Not him or her
41 Was in the loop
42 Poets black
44 Leaped
46 Hieroglyphics
stone
48 Edge past

51 Diamonds
to a fence
52 Congers
54 Young horse
55 Islet
56 Memsahib s
servant
57 TV statuette

DOWN
1
2
3
4

Crony
Consumed
Rules
Revise

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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L73 vA

OMAL
OTANI DEMO
sallen0 HILT
TAM
On T
I OM
n111
ACID
PP E ROD E MR13
I ED
AD a A IMO
ORM
VET
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ZIAGICIES
MMO (IGOR
NAML
ASA
@DOM
E IONIA
SHY
ELME
SLOD
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Enm

1

6 Cate - 7 Nose stimulus

10Larnaortriar
oFastensdown
a tent
15 TV host

8 Jiffy
9 Organic acid

- Sullivan
18 Notorious

5 Financial on

MAT
ELI

pirate
20 Shea

Competitor
22 People
23 Has debts
25 Unit of length
27 inspected

28 Organic
compound
29 Sponge Ma
tore
30 Once again
34 Domain
36 Tow-away
37 Veldt antelope
39 Amble
41 Cutting tool
42 Mr SOVIVOICI
43 - Aston. Fla
44 Pipe handle
45 Since
47ee
-Oarernony
49 Flee Nobly
50 A His

Amami host
53 Librarian's
waffling
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
MES CAMP READ: Tina Dunn, above right. Murray
Elementary School library media specialist. works with students during last week's "Camp Read" where students
enioyed numerous outdoor activities highlighting outdoor
reading, campfire stories and campfire snacks of trail mix.
"B B the Book Bug," the library mascot, helped students
head for the reading hills of learning about the environment.
Pictured below. MES Pnncipal Janet Caldwell, plays the dulcimer with Tyler Conelly-Barnard. left, and Cristobal Villareal
during the outdoor activities

GREG TRAVIStedger & Times
Kaci Bolls right, a 1990 Murray High School graduate. perforrned Fnday evening at Murray
State University's "Lovett
Live" concert senes in Lovett Auditorium She is an in-demand demo singer in Nashville. singing the
demos for songs
that have been cut by artists that include LeeAnn Rimes. Carrie Underwood, Julie
Roberts, Sara Evans and others.
F artier that day she was interviewed for the MHS television station by Adair° Mercadanate
. The Tiger artwork in the back1round was paintetg by sophomore Devin Cohcion Bolls is the daughter
of the late Jerry Bolls and Karen Bolls of Murray
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GREG TRAVIS:Ledger STomes
GRANDPARENTS DAY AT SOUTHWEST: Grandparents Cathy Allen left and Lynn Wuest
right visit witi their granddaughter Maggie VVuest during Grandparents Day Friday at
Southwest Elementary School The kindergarten classes of Kathy Nelson and
Becky
Robertson were holding the event that day Other Southwest classes also
held a
Grandparents Day on Thursday

orioles provsled
STUDENT OF THE WEEK: Austin Adams of Murray Middle School is the Forever
COmenunscabOra and Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors 'Student of the Week He is the son
of Kimberly and Kew, Adams Pictured above from left, are Rebecca Landon. Century 2'
Lorena Jobe Realtor Adams Amy Gannon WNBS 1340 am and WOFC 1130 am represn,
'
Wive and Richard TOCIO. social studios teacher at MMS

Woody, the Kentucky wiener dog, his sister Chlot and their
human parents trivia to Washington, D.C. Follow along on
this great adventure every Tuesday for this 10-part story,
written by Leigh Anne Florence and
illustrated by James Asher.

CHAFTUt I
I ,an'i behese Fm in the doghouse agiun Well, not
real doghouse but re), personal ume-out corner I in in when
loolohness gets the hot ot me' You wield thug I'd learn
To 10.110w the rules. NO !ThitiN (MCI m MISCtUCN(Vs MINN
ovenale Inv* thinking When that happens. I hear my full
name find miselt in the ,orner and head to bed without
dessert'
Where are my MAMICIN' Let me introduce myself My
name is [kurrocd. but everyooe Lath MC Woody I'm an
eight-yea-Ad Hart and tan miniature dasitshund tot wiener
dog' trail Kestucky Making me "Woody The Kentucky
Ina't Eking the runt a the liner or under. the owner
r that kentiasks totrascr, farm said I wouldn't amount to
anything That all dunged the morning a lady Mt her oneyea ad redheaded miniature latishund appeared The lady
scooped me up and we unuoth tell to line Moen and the
aher MOM di/ 1Chioe who's now m corky toot me mode. pre or rurne.
dr rest as the say. is history'
Our family has grows to include Dad ra burner,. two
'rotten alai. a Lateador and link Bit, a can and two alas ,fleyntrie another Labrakor and Dolly. another cati
Yen though there is paean of harking meowing. chasm; and
'etching there s also work to do We tall it teamwork'
1,si see mom snies hooks grout us Sri on), did pr
;sic read the books he aiso MN park started ringing 'Woody.
-an you come in our whoa and tall abut dreams goals and
had wort' As a aderdog I ants avow those things Dad
Lisa)% says at ca whew with hard wort it door I ma
'Cr that NOS.?? Ifitit.- dad says 'a y your attitude and wort
eta dist cont. so work Ad dream nit a hrg dog- Whik set I vas sure raw would tmdagasd once die we my gunau portrayal of the Wedmore. Monument Wroeg' What
mat dad Chine aid I trawl to law*, ow atages
ova It home pire. keeping the Irons nem ad ban at gam saw was scanned toys ad food ark between my teeth
lay' We've -sews sees r how tiger ihear in ths amplke, _ front Ouch The nest dung I karts. men calkd me Dogwood
ad Ordered or to obey d Cdct She drift base to tett me
hood',
Ii fact we've tees in busy that we Naval mis a new twice' Ome I &complaint die task. mom v.ixspal or up.
tion in yea's Iona our myna sten dad said he was ait like she ad that wig day etgdm yeas artier. and gave
treating mow Claw ad me to a vacate' lliberc' Noe me a kiss "I lose yot Woody You're a sweet littk boy but
ad I bated -Wasammon DC - car oars's sepia- Dad you must folkm mks' You know what this means don t
replied We were PAWS-direly thnlia West been pia. you' You must at a the comer and dunk about your Awns
awl no dessert ember After a few mar hugs. kisses And
gar ow tam. parkas can Ssootry ware ad away the
tan raft sniff). I found my was to my familiar ,orner
days before we head am'
So. here I ask realizing 1st leen elfish My parents are
Did bands ea a coloring hook of D C It has picture% ot
inonowas Everyone knows how much Chloe taking Chloe ad or at dream viatica - Washington DC
ad I :at eves mind my manners I car wait until rain
ad I low to color, in ev•ve teen madam ow free time
colonng It ssiety buildrips train, our beg to Si between reams an lea tell her again boo lorry I am Wtuk I'm
the has Da wet are It book would help a prep= fa ✓ating I ari I'll close my even rynn , and imagine the
al,
le didn't coma os was 6g my love of an Cassini City See *tat imam seit ume slum ow pain so
wail Ind um m the doghouse' Mont toW us we couldn't lat posed m DC WA we min the President' I'll keep re
pia) ail we pond q ow ton ad broil OW INdl 'Then posted Is the meamme. remegba to obey vow parents al
lig dog'
sat can Isle lose tine: mom at "And Wady. ss mew ▪ and diums
WssjsbsDeund
,olona own sou se completed row dater "fa Wafer
Moab
LGUAKII IA EON roaratin and KP4 raw
aanuwend. figh maths( to obey, he aria would i lart
I flushed a mintemica' lam a les mom images ad auding der Fiera psorke numb to It Kesheri) Seer'
SW'sof Same jw spanswrigthe sew a
them VII Satan clam" I thaphi
Poe poem:
r mum an *Int hperts
Odor was mega( most etplasmig that 1'ears obey too. ad anus ad
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